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Abstract
The commoditization of Internet technologies has caused both positive and negative

effects in the practical implementation of the Internet. The Internet Protocol (IP), a core
protocol of the Internet, has achieved worldwide data communication, however, we cannot
modify or replace IP, although it is not sufficient for current demands and requirements.
The Internet has become a critical common infrastructure due to its remarkable scalability,
technical and operational features. As a result of the deployment and adoption of the
Internet technologies, IP has become the integral communication protocol. Almost all of
applications have utilized IP for their data communication. Additionally, commoditization
of IP often forces us to use commodity IP-based network devices for practical network
construction because of their cost per performance considerations. Therefore, it is not
feasible today to modify this existing dominant protocol. We have to continue to use IP
as is without any modification. Meanwhile, it may be recognized that IP is insufficient
for current demands and requirements, which have been diversified by the increase of
applications’ and users’ diversity. For example, virtual machine-based clouds require
separations of network domains between users, and the packet forwarding based on IP
sometimes causes inefficient link utilization due to shortest path forwarding. Namely, we
are facing a dilemma that we have to continue to use IP as is in practical ways, even though
we aim to improve IP networking because it is not sufficient for all the requirements from
emerging applications.

In this dissertation, we solve the dilemma by focusing on tunneling techniques because
tunneling allows us to add new functionalities such as network multiplexing without any
modifications to existing protocols and network devices. However, tunneling causes per-
formance degradation at end hosts due to additional protocol processing, and it is not
aimed at inefficient link utilization at networks. To tackle the drawbacks of the tunneling
approach, we introduce a new architectural view on tunnel-based virtual networking and
propose exploiting its potential for optimization. This view separates two aspects of IP
networking: host identifiers for data communication and locators for packet transport.
Virtual networks that flow through the inside of tunnels are responsible for the identifier
space of data communication, and physical networks where encapsulated packets trans-
ferred are responsible for simple packet transport. In contrast to the current tunneling
design that handles both types of networks by a single network protocol stack, we sepa-
rate virtual and physical networks into individual network protocol stacks. The network
protocol stack for the locator aspect is isolated from the data communication context.
Therefore, this separation brings a potential for optimizing the physical network protocol
stack to improve packet transport preserving data communication in virtual networks.

Based on the architectural view, we propose two implementation methods that exploit
the potential for optimization through changing behaviors of protocol stacks. The first
is a new lookup method to avoid the performance degradation due to tunneling. This
method improves packet transmission performance at end hosts through optimizing phys-
ical network protocol processing separated from end-to-end data communications. The
evaluation result of the method shows that the time required to transmit a packet at the
end host network stack is reduced, and it improves transmission throughput in five proto-
cols’ implementation. By eliminating the additional protocol processing, we improve the
performance of packet transport for virtual networking at the end host side. The second
is an explicit path control method via a novel usage of tunneling protocols in commodity-
based IP data center networks. Data center networks require many network devices to
contain many server machines. Hence, using low-end commodity products is an impor-
tant matter for the data center network construction from the aspect of economic cost.
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This method achieves host-driven path control at a physical network by an optimized
network protocol stack separated from end-to-end data communications. In this method,
end hosts add multiple locators as outer headers to packets, and the packets are routed
through specified paths represented by the outer headers. By this path control method,
we achieve efficient link utilization and improve the performance of a network. The evalu-
ation result in the case of two data center network topologies shows that the method can
utilize multiple paths efficiently with only commodity devices. Through both methods
and their evaluation, we demonstrate that exploiting the potential of the architecture can
improve network performances without making any modifications to existing protocols
and network devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet has reached nearly around the world. This single data communication net-
work has become a critical part of our society and daily life. Many applications now
utilize the Internet as their communication network; consequently, Internet traffic growth
knows no boundaries. The growth of the Internet depends on some noteworthy charac-
teristics of the Internet Protocol (IP). The first key point of IP is its robustness. The
IP network was originally designed as a distributed packet switching communication net-
work (in contrast to centralized or decentralized networks [5]). A distributed network
without centralized nodes can automatically and autonomously tolerate node failures by
performing data path recovery that employs alternative nodes and links. Therefore, the
distributed network model provides high robustness and fault tolerance. The next key
point of IP is its scalability. Scalability is provided by the hierarchical models that are
apparent throughout in IP networks: exterior and interior routing architectures, address-
ing, the network layering model, and so on. Furthermore, interoperability also contributes
to the growth of the Internet. The standardized processes used in Internet technologies are
open and transparent. Because of a belief in the standards organization, Rough consensus
and running code [6], and interoperability between different systems, Internet technologies
have spread widely across a large number of vendors, products and users.

As a result of the dominance of the Internet and its commoditization, two effects have
emerged. The first is that IP has become an integral component of data communica-
tion of applications. IP is a general-purpose network protocol; therefore, the majority of
recent networked systems, web, P2P, video streaming, database, and so on utilize IP ad-
dresses as identifiers and as the end points of their communications. Non-IP networks and
communication are relegated to specialized, dedicated purposes such as high-performance
computing. The second effect is that IP-based network devices have also become integral
components for current network construction from a cost perspective. IP and IP-based
network devices have become commodities available at low cost. Consequently, other net-
work systems have changed to IP-based networks even though many of these traditional
systems are non-IP. Furthermore, this transition has also promoted the commoditization
of IP.

Hence, we are confronted today with the legacy problems of IP as negative side effects of
this mass commoditization. IP does not allow us any extensions although IP cannot meet
requirements of emerged environments, especially in cloud and data center networks. In
virtual machine-based clouds, multiplexing different networks in a physical network is an
essential functionality. Each user tenant including traffic, address space and control scope
should be isolated. However, IP is not sufficiently able to satisfy this requirement because
it was designed for a single scalable network. Another problem is that the forwarding
principle of IP sometimes causes a performance problem: inefficient link utilization. The
IP routing and forwarding schemes used by standardized commodity network devices obey
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the shortest path directive; therefore, links excluded from shortest path trees are not used
for traffic delivery. Routing protocols running on intermediate nodes construct routing
table entries in accordance with shortest path trees from themselves to all destinations,
and packet forwarding engines route and forward packets based on those table entries.
Therefore, it is difficult to increase the aggregate throughput of a network by simply adding
nodes and links because traffic will continue to flow through those links that compose
shortest path trees. This restriction prevents data center networks from expanding the
aggregate throughput of their networks because such large-scale networks are composed
of a large amount of low-end commodity network devices following the shortest path
directive.

Although these problems of IP are known, we cannot discard, modify nor replace IP.
We have to continue to use IP as is without any modification because it is the most fun-
damental and commoditized component of current data communications. However, there
have been a few approaches to mitigate the limitations of IP’s extensibility and continue
to use the current IP. One is hardware modification and another is the use of tunnel-
ing protocols. Carrier backbone networks achieve efficient link utilization through using
non-shortest paths and links by sophisticated high-end routers equipped with modified
hardware for non-IP based packet forwarding. However, it has still not been achieved in
data center networks at a reasonable cost because such networks require a huge number
of network devices and servers, compared to the carrier backbone networks. Thus, ideally,
data center networks should be constructed from commodity low-end devices that have
minimum IP routing and forwarding functions. On the one hand, Tunneling protocols
can add new functionality to IP networking without modifications to existing protocols
and network device hardware. Tunneling protocols encapsulate a complete packet in a
network protocol header again. Network devices route and forward encapsulated packets
in accordance with outer network protocol headers such as IP headers, therefore, hard-
ware modification to network devices are not required. Moreover, when encapsulating a
packet, a header of a tunneling protocol is inserted between the original packet and an
outer header. Tunneling protocols achieve multiplexing different networks through some
sort of network identifiers in these tunnel headers.

1.1 Our Position
In this dissertation, we focus on the tunneling approach to improve the extensibility of
IP networking without any modifications of IP. Adopting the tunnel approach makes it
possible to continue to use existing IP-related protocols and network devices without any
modification. However, today’s tunneling approaches still have problems for real-world
use: performance degradation at end hosts and inefficient link utilization at networks.
Tunneling can use IP and existing transport and data link protocols for both inner and
outer headers, so that it does not require modifications to the protocols and network de-
vices. However, encapsulation involves additional protocol processing for outer headers
in addition to original inner packets. Hence, the processing time required to transmit a
packet increase, and the packet transmission performance at end hosts degrades. Further-
more, tunneling protocols are end-to-end protocols. They do not touch packet forwarding
behavior at networks. Thus, the inefficient link utilization problem due to the shortest
path directive of low-end commodity IP network devices still remains.

To overcome these drawbacks of the tunneling approach, we introduce a new architec-
tural view of tunnel-based virtual networking. Then we propose exploiting this architec-
tural view for optimizing networking performance and link utilization. In the proposed
view, tunneling is not yet another virtual link but a boundary between virtual and phys-
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ical networks. We first illustrate this through analysis of tunneling protocols. Next, we
advocate that virtual and physical networks should be separated into individual network
protocol stacks unlike today’s design, where a single network protocol stack serves both
virtual and physical networks. Virtual networks that flow through the insides of the tun-
nels are responsible for the identifier space of end-to-end data communications. Physical
networks are responsible for simple packet transport for the encapsulated packets. Then,
the tunnel acts as the boundary between the virtual and physical networks. This separa-
tion isolates the locator aspects from data communication and changes the interpretation
of physical networks to simple packet transport. Complex packet handling features to
manage data communications such as firewall and access control are not needed for phys-
ical networks. Namely, the network protocol stack for physical networks can be optimized
preserving end-to-end data communications in virtual networks.

Some might think that this architectural view is already known. Some implementa-
tions accidentally take the form of the separation; they have different network protocol
stacks for virtual and physical networks. However, they do not exploit this potential for
optimization. This dissertation reveals that this view has optimization potential to be
exploited to overcome the drawbacks of the tunneling protocols. For example, network
protocol stacks on virtual machines and hypervisors are different protocol stack instances.
Nevertheless, hypervisors and their network protocol stacks are not aware of that they
handle packets on physical networks as simple packet transport. In other words, there
are excessive functions and features for simple packet transport. It is due to the current
design of network protocol stacks on host operating systems. The current design does not
have the view for optimization, so that a single network protocol stack implementation
deals with both virtual and physical networks. Therefore, existing implementations do
not exploit the potential that the physical network protocol stack can be optimized.

As implementation methods exploiting the view’s optimization potential, this disserta-
tion proposes two concrete methods. The first method, called overlay FIB, is an optimized
packet transmission method for the physical network protocol stack based on the separa-
tion. Each layer includes tables and lookups as functions of the layer’s protocol, namely
IP table lookup and ARP table lookup. The overlay FIB is a new lookup method and a
transmission path design that compress multiple lookups on physical networks into one
lookup at the tunnel. It eliminates the additional protocol processing typically caused by
tunnel encapsulation and, consequently, improves packet transmission throughput. Our
evaluation of the overlay FIB implementation shows that it improves packet transmission
throughput through tunnels: the throughput of the Linux kernel network processing is
approximately doubled in particular protocols.

The second method is an explicit path control method in commodity-based data center
networks by an optimized physical network protocol stack design. This method enables
end hosts to control paths across a network and split traffic into the paths via the novel
usage of tunneling based on the separation. In contrast to the overlay FIB that improves
performance at the end host side, this method, called iplb, improves the performance
of a network through efficient link utilization. Key ideas of iplb are identifying paths
using multiple tunnel headers and shifting path state management from networks to end
hosts. iplb uses tunneling protocols supported by the commodity hardware typically found
in intermediate nodes to move packets through specified paths. Furthermore, end hosts
manage the path states rather than network devices. Thus, network devices do not have to
be capable of such path control functions. This requires no router modifications; network
operators can build physical networks with commodity IP network devices. We evaluated
the method with two types of data center topologies in simulation environments. The
results of evaluations on both topologies show that our method achieves better aggregate
throughput than typical shortest path forwarding and equal cost multipath.
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By introducing an architectural view and proposing exploiting its potential for optimiza-
tion, we aim to solve the problem of improving IP networks without any modifications to
IP itself. The view separates virtual and physical networks. IP addresses are still identi-
fiers for data communication in virtual networks, and commodity IP devices can be used
to construct scalable physical networks. Moreover, our proposed methods demonstrate
that exploiting the potential can overcome the drawbacks of tunneling. The overlay FIB
eliminates the performance degradation due to tunnel encapsulation at the end host side.
iplb achieves efficient link utilization in data center networks using only commodity IP
devices. Overall, we improve packet transport in virtual networking while leaving current
network protocols and equipment unchanged.

1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

1. Introducing a new architectural view of virtual networking
Based on an analysis of tunneling protocols, we introduce a new architectural view
of virtual networking and propose exploiting its potential for optimization. This
view separates the identifier aspect for data communication and the locator aspect
for simple packet transport into individual network protocol stacks. Isolating the
locator aspect from data communication enables us to optimize the network proto-
col stack for locators to improve packet transport without making any changes to
existing applications, network protocols, and network devices.

2. Proposing a lookup and encapsulation method for tunneling
We propose a new destination lookup and encapsulation method for tunneling as
a demonstration of exploiting the potential. This method improves the packet
transmission throughput of end hosts by optimizing the network protocol stack for
locators. This method saves us from performance degradation due to the increase
of protocol processing for virtual networking.

3. Proposing an explicit path control method in commodity-based networks
We further propose an explicit path control method in commodity-based layer-3
data center networks as another demonstration of exploiting the potential. This
method achieves multipathing and efficient link utilization through an optimized
network protocol stack for path control.

1.3 Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. The next chapter summarizes the
Internet architecture, with emphasis on scalability and commoditization and describes the
problems inherent to the current network architecture. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of
tunneling protocols and introduces our architectural view of tunnel-based virtual network-
ing and its potential for optimization. Chapter 4 and 5 propose two concrete methods
that exploit the potential for optimization. Chapter 4 describes a first method, which
overcomes performance degradation due to tunneling at the end host side. Chapter 5 de-
scribes another method to achieve efficient link utilization using only commodity network
devices. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Internet Architecture and Its Problems

The massive scale deployment of the Internet has led that the networking technologies
used in Internet applications and devices have become commodities: consequently, it is
not practical to discard or modify such fundamental networking technologies, even if they
are not sufficient for emerging requirements. This chapter first summarizes the Internet
technologies from the viewpoint of scalability and commoditization. Next, we discuss
problems due to its commoditization and existing techniques to mitigate the problems.

2.1 A Worldwide Packet Switching Network
The Internet is one of the most successful data communication networks. One reason for
the success factor of the Internet is its scalability. The Internet now covers the entire
plane planet. This scalability is offered through following notable design principles.

1. The Internet is a distributed packet switching network.
2. The Internet uses a hierarchical model.
3. The Internet is built and works with the End-to-End principle.

In contrast to circuit-based networks such as the telephone network, the Internet is
based on a distributed communication network [5] that uses packet switching. In a packet
switching network, data is divided into packets (originally called message blocks) and
routed and forwarded through intermediate nodes. Packet switching transport enables
network resources such as links to be shared during a given time interval (time-sharing
system). Furthermore, distributed networks have no centralized nodes. When formerly
available links or nodes are broken, routing tables are updated and, subsequently, packets
are routed through alternative links and nodes, automatically and autonomously. Dis-
tributed network concept also includes inter-networking. A network is composed of multi-
ple networks, in which gateways connecting multiple networks exchange routing informa-
tion and packets between different networks. These concepts are the important original
ideas behind the Internet.

Inter-networking is still a key concept of the Internet to achieve scalability. From a high-
level viewpoint, the Internet is composed of Autonomous Systems (AS) as shown at the
left side of Figure 2.1. AS is a unit of an organization or a campus scale network composed
of multiple gateways and sub-networks. Each AS is operated by an individual operational
domain. The ASes are connected to each other and exchange routing information and
traffic using exterior gateway protocols. AS-level failures are autonomously recovered by
AS-level route convergence using the exterior gateway protocols. Each AS network is also
a distributed communication network. Gateways, called routers, interconnect multiple
sub-networks as shown at the right side of Figure 2.1. Intra-AS-level failures such as
router or link breakdowns recover by finding alternative paths and updating the routing
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Autonomous System	

Router	

Fig. 2.1. The distributed network model of the Internet. The left side depicts an AS-level
distributed network and the right side depicts an intra-AS distributed network.

tables in the routers. Hence, the distributed network concept used throughout the routing
levels of the Internet offers high robustness and scalability.

A hierarchical model is also an important feature of the Internet for scalability and
simplicity. Hierarchical models provide simplicity through shielding details of lower-level
components from higher-levels. Internet routing architecture is hierarchically separated
into inter-AS and intra-AS levels as shown in Figure 2.1. The key of hierarchical separation
lies in the structure of the Internet Protocol (IP) address. The IP version 4 address [7] is
a 32-bit identifier for hosts, routers and networks. The IP address encodes two portions:
a host number and a network number (prefix). The network number is encoded into
higher bits and the host number is encoded into the lower bits of the IP address. The
bit boundary of host and network numbers is indicated by a netmask or prefix length.
This netmask method enables network prefixes to be aggregated. For example, in the
address 10.0.0.0/16, the network prefix is 10.0.0.0 and the netmask is the highest 16 bits,
covering all the longer prefixes from 10.0.0.0 to 10.0.255.255. IP addresses are allocated
by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) as address blocks (ordinary /8
networks) to five Regional Internet Registries that manage further finer allocations to
National Internet Registries (NIR). The NIRs further allocate longer prefixes to the ASes
in their countries. This IP address allocation and aggregation structure is called Classless
Inter-domain Routing (CIDR) [8].

CIDR contributes to scalability by compressing routing table sizes of routers in inter-
AS routing. CIDR enables prefixes to be aggregated in higher-level routing operations,
and ASes exchange aggregated prefixes that are shorter than the /24 prefixes in Inter-AS
routing. This aggregation acts to compresses and reduce the number of forwarding table
entries required for the router hardware in global-scale networks. Today, the number of
IPv4 routing table entries of the Internet is approximately 600,000 prefixes. This number is
still growing; however, forwarding table compression methods have been proposed [9, 10].

Another important hierarchical model is the network layering model based on the Open
System Interconnection (OSI) reference model. In order to reduce design complexity,
this layering model was introduced to protocol design for end-to-end data communication
over networks. Each layer contains service, protocol and interface. Services are primitive
operations provided by each layer. The layer n communicates with a peer on layer n
of the destination host using layer n − 1 services. Data containing control information
such as a layer n destination address are delivered from layer n to n− 1 repeatedly and,
finally, transferred through the lowest layer 1, which is physical media. Control informa-
tion is transmitted as a header that precedes transmitted data. Protocols are concrete
procedures used between communication pairs on each layer. In a sense, a protocol is an
implementation of the services available in a layer. Thus, layer n protocols exist for each
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Fig. 2.2. The network layering model introduced by Andrew S. Tanenbaum, from Com-
puter Networks [1].

layer. Interfaces are boundaries between layers. Interfaces define how to exchange data
across the adjacent layers and primitive operations of the layer. The interfaces of layer n
are separated from layer n protocols; therefore, when a protocol of layer n changes, layer
n+1 does not need to consider the change as long as the interface of layer n is invariant.

The OSI reference model includes seven layers: Application, Presentation, Session,
Transport, Network, Datalink and Physical layers. However, it does not represent practical
networks such as the Internet [11], thus, we adopt a network layering model introduced by
Andrew S. Tanenbaum [1]. The layering model shown in Figure 2.2 comprises five layers.
Each layer has corresponding services and its own protocols.

1. Physical: This layer represents actual physical links. This layer delivers bits over
wired or wireless access media. Popular examples are optical fibers, twisted pair
cables, twinax and WiFi.

2. Data Link: This layer delivers packets across one hop over a shared network (sub-
network). Link-level error corrections, collision detection and congestion control
are roles frequently assigned to this layer. For example, Ethernet is a data link
layer protocol.

3. Network: This layer is responsible for delivering packets even across many hops
over multiple networks. It delivers packets from arbitrary source end hosts to
destination end hosts so that the logical topology between hosts is a full-mesh
network. In addition, it deals with route calculation for packet delivery among
arbitrary end hosts. IP is the main protocol in this layer.

4. Transport: This layer is responsible for end-to-end communications. It converts
application data into packets and reconstructs application data from received pack-
ets. Guaranteeing end-to-end data transmission reliability by retransmitting packet
in the event of packet loss is another role of this layer when required. Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) are the most-used
transport protocols.

5. Application: This layer is an actual program instance communicating with peer.
Various applications exchange their data using the lower layers as end-to-end com-
munication networks. For example, Web browsers at client hosts receive their con-
tents via Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) over TCP.
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Functionalities, physical scopes and scales of each layer are carefully designed and sep-
arated to achieve scalability. The lowest layer consists of physical links that connect two
nodes. The distances of these links range from a few meters to tens of kilometers. The
data link layer (layer-2) is responsible for delivering packets across multiple links in a sub-
network. Intermediate nodes on this layer are called switch, and their forwarding process
is called switching. The identifier scope of switching (e.g., MAC address on Ethernet) is
confined to a sub-network. The network layer (layer-3) delivers packets across multiple
data link sub-networks known as a network of networks. This layer does not consider
the data link layer identifier. Meanwhile, the layer-3 address space (e.g., IP address) is
shared among the entirety of connected layer-3 networks. The scalability of layer-3 is
also achieved by the hierarchical routing model described earlier. Finally, the transport
layer and application layer protocols communicate end-to-end on top of layer-3 networks.
Hence, in the layering model, a layer-2 network composed of physical links and a layer-3
network composed of layer-2 networks achieves scalability on a step-by-step basis. The
physical scale of networks can be extended in accordance with the layer levels.

A network such as the Internet represented by this layering model is a single-domain
network wired into a physical topology. A link is a physical link, and a layer-2 network
composed of physical links. In the layer-3 network, the routes consisting of sets of desti-
nations, next-hops and outgoing ports are also wired into the physical network topology
[1]. A next-hop always exists at the opposite side of a link. In addition, to communicate
between all end hosts connected to a network of networks, the layer-3 identifiers must be
unique for all the entities in the network. Thus, a network represented by the layered
model is a single physical network that shares a single layer-3 address space.

The end-to-end principle is also a key concept of scalability. This principle made inter-
mediate nodes and networks simpler by shifting complex functionalities such as reliable
data delivery to end hosts. Intermediate nodes are responsible only for delivering packets.
Reliability requirements for transferred data correctness should be guaranteed by end host
error control. This is true on some large and unreliable networks, although implementing
retransmission in the networks themselves is sometimes useful as a performance enhance-
ment measure [12]. The Internet follows this principle. Layer-3 routers route and forward
packets from input ports to output ports, and layer-2 switches switch Ethernet frames.
There is no explicit reliability measure except packet-level and link-level checksumming.
Instead, transport layer protocols in the end hosts are responsible for ensuring the cor-
rectness and completeness of data transferred between communication pair. This scheme
keeps routers and switches simple and let the network scale.

From the viewpoints of routing and the end-to-end principle, the IP address performs
two tasks, namely, it acts as both locators for packet routing and identifiers for end-to-end
data communication. Layer-3 routing and forwarding operations use the IP address as
the locator that indicates networks to which destination hosts connect. Routers exchange
network prefixes and next-hops for constructing routing tables and, then, deliver packets
in accordance with the destination IP addresses of the packets. The IP address indicates
the node location in the IP network. Meanwhile, end hosts use IP addresses as identi-
fiers to identify both themselves and their communication peers in IP networks. In this
manner, both the locator aspect and the identifier aspect are encoded into the IP address
simultaneously.

2.2 Commoditization of Internet Technologies
Internet technologies have undoubtedly been commoditized due to their scalability, and
propagated into many different areas. Transition to commoditization status can be viewed
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from various aspects. Cisco systems forecast that the expected IP traffic growth rate is
22% from 2015 to 2020 in the Cisco Visual Networking Index [13]. In 2015, total IP traffic
was 72.5 exabytes per month, but traffic volume is still growing. Cisco also forecasts
that the number of devices connected to IP networks will be three times as high as the
global population in 2020. Moreover, people are working to connect everything to the
Internet. This trend, called Internet-of-Things (IoT), aims to connect various devices
such as sensors, vehicles, furniture, home electrical appliances, and so on to the Internet.
Consequently, IP and Internet technologies will become even more commoditized and
widespread.

In addition to scalability, another reason for commoditization is standardization pro-
cesses for Internet technologies. Open standardization and interoperability between de-
vices from different vendors also promote commoditization of IP network devices. Specifi-
cations of these technologies are discussed and determined in an open organization, called
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), that allows everyone to participate even indi-
viduals. Furthermore, interoperability is the most important factor of Internet standards
and products. It is expected that products with completely and correctly implemented
standardized protocols will cooperate with other products. Through standardization, IP
networks can be constructed using different products implemented by different vendors.
Network communities around the world further encourage this ecosystem by supporting
discussion and interoperability tests.

As the result of this commoditization, IP becomes an integral protocol from viewpoints
of applications and network devices. IP is a general-purpose protocol; consequently, a
variety of applications utilizes IP networks for data communications. Mobile applications
also use IP networks as discussed in the report [13]. In particular, cloud computing has
moved ahead using Internet facilities. Data are stored in data centers, and applications
running on the user side handle and process data transmitted across the Internet. End
hosts identify themselves and their communicating hosts using IP addresses when they
use the Internet. Although many communication protocols involve different transport and
application layer protocols such as HTTP, Message Queues, they all use IP networks and
IP addresses for communication in the distributed environment. Consequently, IP is the
essential protocol and the IP address represents the communication endpoint, making IP
networks essential for applications.

IP-based network devices are also integral to current network construction from a cost
perspective. Commodity IP devices such as routers and switches tend to be inexpensive
due to the competitive markets fostered by open standards and interoperability. Addi-
tionally, the Internet has proved the scalability of IP networks. Hence, non-IP networks
are transforming into IP networks. Cellular networks are an obvious example. The early
cellular networks like W-CDMA and GSM supported connection-switched networks to
provide voice communications. On the other hand, modern cellular networks such LTE
integrate all data transport including voice communications into IP-based packet switch-
ing networks. Telephone networks are facing the same trend as cellular networks. As
announced by NTT in 2015 [14], the Public Switched Telephone Networks in Japan will
be migrated to IP networks. IP becomes dominant as locators for packet routing and
forwarding by varied networks. On the other hand, non-IP networks are still used for
dedicated purposes such as high-performance computing [15, 16, 17]. Networks that do
not need to be widely connected can be optimized for dedicated systems. But as a result
of commoditization, IP network devices are now dominant; in a sense, most organizations
are forced to use IP devices from a cost standpoint.
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2.3 Problems
As a result of dominance and commoditization, we have to continue to use IP as is,
although IP does not meet all the recent requirements. IP lacks extensibility because
of its commoditization, so that we have two concrete problems in real use: no domain
separation and inefficient link utilization. Applications are diversified; therefore, they
involve various demands for networks. Emerging applications, in particular, have various
requirements that did not exist when IP was designed. For example, cloud computing,
which is based on virtualization technologies, needs a more flexible network design and
construction. Moreover, the growth in traffic volume and the importance of services
in data centers require high throughput and high availability to data center networks.
However, IP does not meet such requirements because IP was originally designed for a
single, physically scalable network.

The most significant lacking feature of IP is extensibility. IP does not allow us any
extensions to its concrete protocol specification such as header formats. Most proposals
of extensions to IP that modify the protocol specification or discard IP have required
the modification of all nodes connected to the Internet, applications and network device.
Applications running on top of IP networks can be diverse, however, modifying or replac-
ing IP is not so easy. To improve networking by modifying existing network protocols
or deploying new protocols, the updated or new protocols must be standardized and im-
plemented in devices, and all devices in the network must be replaced. Such wholesale
upgrades and deployments are extremely difficult because current IP networking devices
are already deployed and under service operations. The most popular example of the
difficulty of deploying a new protocol is IP version 6 (IPv6). IPv6 is a new network layer
protocol proposed to overcome limitations of IPv4 in 1995 [18]. The main objective was to
expand the number of addresses, thus the number of hosts connectable to the Internet be-
cause the number of addresses supported by the 32-bit IPv4 address is insufficient. IPv6
therefore adopted the 128-bit address composed of the 64-bit network address and the
64-bit host address. After 11 years, most major routers and applications offered support
for IPv6; nevertheless, the migration to IPv6 has not yet been completed. For example,
the percentage of Alexa Top 1000 websites currently reachable via IPv6 is below 20%
today [19]. The aggregated IPv6 traffic in the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (a popular
Internet Exchange in Europe) is a maximum of approximately 70Gbps compared with
the IPv4 maximum, which is over 4Tbps [20]. Accordingly, adopting new network layer
protocols is too difficult and may prove to be infeasible even if people around the world
make significant efforts. IP networks lack extensibility; however, modifying or replacing
IP is not practical. Hence, IP itself is a prime barrier to improve networking.

The first concrete problem is that IP cannot support network domain multiplexing be-
cause IP was designed for a single domain and physically scalable network. Nevertheless,
domain separation is an important requirement for emerging environments: virtualized
environments and data center networks. This domain includes purpose, user, operator,
traffic and address space. Networks are sometimes separated in accordance with the do-
mains. As described in Section 2.1, the Internet is also a single layer-3 network composed
of multiple sub-networks. The operational domains of each AS can be unique; however,
the whole network is still a single layer-3 network from an address space viewpoint. Layer-
3 networks that construct a layer-3 network by interconnecting with each other share a
common address space; therefore, the layer-3 identifier must be unique at all nodes in the
layer-3 networks. Hence, IP address duplication is prohibited in an IP network except
in very particular cases such as anycast [21]. Currently various applications and systems
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Fig. 2.3. Example cases requiring the domain separation in a physical network.

utilize IP networks for their communications; consequently, requirements to separate do-
mains in a physical IP network have emerged.

Figure 2.3 shows two example cases requiring domain separation. The first case involves
the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds that are widely deployed and used. IaaS
maintains physical server and network facilities, and provides Virtual Machines (VMs)
running on those physical facilities to customers as depicted in Figure 2.3(a). The IaaS
model cloud is a fundamental infrastructure of modern society because people can utilize
the virtual server resources without having to individually manage physical facilities. In
IaaS clouds, customer domains (tenants) should be separated from each other. Of course,
customers are individual operators; therefore, they have different purposes, requirements
and system designs. The customers want to use arbitrary numbers of VMs and arbitrary
addresses for VMs, and they may intend to construct their own tenant networks, to
achieve their individual needs. Virtual server resource isolation is easy because VMs on
a hypervisor (HV) run independently from each other. However, multiplexing different
network domains in a physical network is not supported by IP.

The Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) shown in Figure 2.3(b) is another ex-
ample of the need for domain separation. MVNO is a mobile service provider who does
not own wireless network infrastructure including radio stations. Instead, an MVNO pro-
vides mobile network connectivity to its customers through wireless network infrastructure
owned by Mobile Network Operator (MNO). MNO sells bandwidth to multiple MVNOs.
An MVNO’s wired infrastructure is usually connected to the Internet and includes systems
interconnected to the MNO’s network. Customer traffic is exchanged at the interconnect-
ing point between MNO and MVNO. For example, an end-user’s cellular phone seems to
be served directly by MVNO mobile networks. However, packets transmitted from cel-
lular phones are delivered to destinations through the wireless network infrastructure of
MNO to the wired infrastructure of MVNO. Naturally, MNO networks must distinguish
between the various MVNO user packets and deliver those packets to the correct MVNO
unlike their direct MNO customers. Also in this case, the existence of multiple domains
means that MNO and MVNO traffic must be multiplexed onto the single physical MNO
network. This means that the current layering model and its actual implementation with
plain IP is not well-suited for the MVNO systems, which needs domain separation on a
single physical MNO network facility.

The second concrete problem is inefficient link utilization due to the IP’s routing mech-
anism based on the shortest path directive. In IP networks, it is difficult to utilize multiple
links to deliver traffic efficiently. Routing algorithms and packet forwarding hardware for
IP are based on sink trees and shortest path forwarding. In any topology, the shortest
paths from a given source to all destinations form a tree rooted at the source as shown in
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Fig. 2.4. Sink tree and shortest path forwarding on an IP network: Links excluded from
shortest paths are not used to deliver traffic.

Figure 2.4. Routers route and forward packets along the tree, so that the routing tables of
routers are composed of pairs: a destination and a next-hop. The routing and forwarding
engines of commodity IP routers are manufactured on this basis. Hence, even if links exist
that are excluded from sink trees from all sources in a network, IP routers cannot utilize
them to deliver additional traffic. Shortest path forwarding also means that it is not easy
to improve the aggregate throughput of a network by adding links and routers because
the additional links will not be used unless they form parts of shortest paths.

2.4 Existing Techniques to Mitigate the Limitation
Various techniques that have aimed to mitigate the insufficiencies of IP discussed in the
previous section have been proposed, and several have been deployed. The basic approach
to the domain separation problem is to add an additional network identifier to a protocol
header that identifies the domain. The basic approach to improve network aggregate
throughput is to employ multipath routing for packet transport. This section summarizes
existing techniques and describes their drawbacks.

2.4.1 Domain Separation

Multiplexing different domain networks in a single physical network requires some sort
of identifier embedded into the packet protocol headers to distinguish the networks to
which the packets belong. Moreover, network devices must be aware that each packet
belongs to a particular network. Devices find next-hops for forwarding packets based on
corresponding forwarding tables for different networks, and end hosts work the same way.
Thus, protocols having such network identifiers have been proposed.

The Virtual LAN (VLAN), the most popular and practical way to achieve network
domain separation, is a technique to add a network identifier to the Ethernet header.
The VLAN was first proposed as an Ethernet enhancement in 2003. The VLAN adds a
32-bit field to the original Ethernet header that contains 12-bit tag called a VLAN ID that
distinguishes the sub-networks to which Ethernet frames belong. VLAN-aware switches
have forwarding tables for each VLAN ID, and tagged Ethernet frames are forwarded in
accordance with the corresponding forwarding table. Thus, the VLAN achieves network
multiplexing in a physical network by adding the network identifier to the layer-2 protocol
header. However, the problem with the VLAN is scalability. VLAN is a layer-2 protocol;
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+----------------------------------+
|  Outer Ethernet Header (14byte)  | \
+----------------------------------+
|     Outer IP Header (20byte)     |  Outer (encapsulation) headers
+----------------------------------+
|       NVGRE Header (8byte)       | /
+----------------------------------+
|  Inner Ethernet Header (14byte)  | \
+----------------------------------+
|     Inner IP Header (20byte)     |
+----------------------------------+  Inner (original) Ethernet frame
|                                  |
|         Original payload         |
|                                  | /
+----------------------------------+	

Fig. 2.5. The NVGRE packet format.

therefore, the scale of networks to which VLANs can be deployed is limited to physical
topologies as shown in Figure 2.2. All the switches in a network must be aware of the
VLAN. Moreover, intermediate switches must learn destination MAC addresses and out-
going ports to manage forwarding tables. Consequently, the number of hosts in a network
requires an identical number of hardware forwarding table entries in switches. In addition,
the number of multiplexable networks on a VLAN-based network is limited to 4095 due
to the 12-bit VLAN ID. These scalability issues mean that the VLAN is not feasible for
current VM-based cloud environments, which must accommodate millions of hosts and
thousands of tenant networks within a single data center.

Network virtualization overlays [22] based on the tunneling approach are yet another
solution for domain separation. In contrast to the layer-2 protocol enhancement, they
do not require modifications to existing protocol headers and network devices through
encapsulation techniques and tunneling protocol headers including such network identi-
fiers. Tunneling is a technique to connect distant networks across IP networks. Layer-3
tunnel devices in source networks work as routers and encapsulate IP packets in IP head-
ers. Encapsulated IP packets are transferred to the destination network in accordance
with the destination IP addresses of the outer IP headers and decapsulated by tunnel de-
vices in the destination networks. Then, the decapsulated original IP packets are routed
and forwarded in the destination networks in accordance with the original destinations
of the inner IP headers. In contrast to traditional layer-3 tunneling protocols, which
encapsulate IP packets in IP headers, in the new tunneling protocols, network virtualiza-
tion overlay encapsulates Ethernet frames in IP headers. For example, Figure 2.5 depicts
the encapsulated Ethernet frame format by Network Virtualization Using Generic Routing
Encapsulation (NVGRE) [23], which is one of the network virtualization overlay protocols.
The inner Ethernet frames are transferred across IP networks without any modification
by IP encapsulation. Such tunneling protocols have tunnel headers that include network
identifiers similar to the VLAN ID. The NVGRE header shown in Figure 2.5 has 24-bit
Virtual Subnet ID (VSID) to identify the networks to which the inner Ethernet frames
belong. These tunneling protocols are commonly used in cloud environments. HVs en-
capsulate the VM traffic, and VM networks are provided as layer-2 Ethernet networks
among different HVs across IP networks.

Network virtualization overlays offer benefits for networks and their operators: scala-
bility and mobility. Tunneled packets seem to intermediate nodes to be simple IP packets;
consequently, intermediate networks can be constructed as layer-3 IP-based networks that
have better scalability than layer-2 Ethernet-based networks. Further, intermediate IP
routers do not need to learn the inner-destination MAC addresses, which helps limit the
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number of forwarding table entries required. In addition to scalability, tunneling proto-
cols provide separation for the two aspects of the IP address: locator and identifier. The
communication identifier is the IP address of the inner IP header, while the locator is the
IP address of the outer IP header. Packets to a VM are transferred to an HV that accom-
modates the VM by using the outer IP header destination as the locator. This locator
identifier separation provides mobility. Consequently, VMs can be located at arbitrary
HVs without address (identifier) changes. As VMs are migrated among different HVs,
only the outer IP addresses (locators) change, not the inner IP addresses (identifiers) of
the VMs. For these reasons, network virtualization overlays have been deployed to cloud
environments. Many protocols have been proposed such as NVGRE, Virtual eXtensi-
ble LAN (VXLAN) [24], Stateless Transport Tunneling Protocol (STT) [25] and Generic
Network Virtualization Encapsulation (Geneve) [26].

2.4.2 Efficient Link Utilization

The basic approach for efficient link utilization is to use multiple paths to transport data
between a sender host and a receiver host by using non-IP based packet forwarding hard-
ware instead of traditional IP routers that are only capable of shortest path forwarding.
Multipathing is a packet forwarding technique that packets are routed and forwarded from
a source to a destination by intermediate nodes through multiple paths. Consequently,
the aggregate throughput of a network is improved by using the extra links, which are
excluded from shortest paths. Multipathing techniques have been widely considered. The
process of optimizing aggregated throughput in networks is called traffic engineering: a
topic that includes how to divide traffic into flows and how to adjust flow and path as-
signments based on traffic load.

The most popular technique for multipathing and traffic engineering is Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS) [27]. Since MPLS is a non-IP based packet forwarding technique,
if we adopt this solution, we have to discard IP-based network devices. MPLS encapsulates
an IP packet in the MPLS shim header and the outer Ethernet header. IP packets are
encapsulated and transferred through an MPLS network, and decapsulated by the egress
nodes of the MPLS network. Additionally, Ethernet over MPLS encapsulation also exists.
The MPLS shim header has a 20-bit identifier called a label that is used as the key to
determine the outgoing ports by MPLS intermediate nodes. MPLS constructs paths,
called label switched paths, using combinations of labels and outgoing ports in MPLS
nodes. Multiple label switched paths from a single source to a single destination can
exist. Namely, MPLS adapts to path construction for multipathing. These MPLS-like
techniques are called path-switching in which intermediate nodes transfer packets along
paths as virtual circuits embedded in networks.

Deployments of multipathing into real networks are categorized into two cases based
on the types of target networks: carrier backbone networks and data center networks.
Networks adopt multipathing for aggregate network throughput improvement tend to be
large networks such as Internet Service Providers (ISPs) backbone networks and data cen-
ter networks such as cloud or Content Service Providers (CSPs). In contrast to enterprise
networks such as office branches, these types of networks currently require over 100-Gbps
network capacities and transport large amount of customer traffic. Therefore, to reduce
the cost of network facilities, operators of such networks aim to make full use of links
including non-shortest path links.

The first case is to adopt multipathing in carrier backbone networks of ISPs. This is
relatively easy because router products for such large backbone networks usually already
support MPLS, and numbers of necessary routers are small. General ISP backbone net-
works interconnect geographically distributed tens of Points of Presence (PoPs) that serve
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Fig. 2.6. The Internet2 Network Infrastructure Topology in 2014 from Combined Infras-
tructure Network Map [2]. Non-bordered blue circles indicate layer-3 PoPs,
lime green circles indicate layer-2 PoPs and small bordered blue circles indicate
layer-1 PoPs.

customers in each area. For example, in 2014, Internet2, a production service network
intended for academics research in the United States, had 10 layer-3 PoPs and links be-
tween PoPs including layer-2 and layer-1 PoPs as shown in Figure 2.6. Hence, the IP
routers for backbone networks require small numbers of high bandwidth ports and high
capacity backplanes. Additionally, the number of routers required is less than in data
center networks. Therefore, these IP router products, called high-end routers, tend to be
expensive and have enhanced functionalities such as MPLS.

In contrast to carrier backbone scenarios, data center networks have different require-
ments for their IP routers. In data center networks, a large number of inexpensive com-
modity routers is needed to accommodate a large number of servers. The main task of
ISP backbone networks is to connect geographically distributed PoPs. In contrast, the
main task of data center networks is to connect thousands or even millions of servers.
These servers contain VMs or content, and the data center networks transport VM traffic
and content data from servers to the Internet or to other internal servers. The NIC link
speed of a server is lower than backbone network links; however, a router or a switch must
accommodate as many servers as possible. Furthermore, data center networks require
many such routers or switches to accommodate all their servers, interconnected routers
and switches. Therefore, in contrast to backbone networks, they cannot afford to use
expensive high-end products because so many network devices are needed to construct
data center networks. Instead, data center network operators demand commodity low-end
routers and switches. The Open Compute Project [28] established by Facebook in 2011
aims to advance the commoditization of server and switch hardware specialized for data
center efficiency from the cost aspect using an open source approach and standardization.
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Table 2.1. Limitations of existing techniques.

No End host Network
modification performance performance

Path-switching for link utilization 7 - 3
Tunneling for domain separation 3 7 -

Hence, the main requirements of IP routers and switches for data center networks are that
they must have a larger number of ports, be commodities and inexpensive products.

Commodity IP routers do not include enhanced functionalities such as MPLS because
those techniques are typically limited to backbone routers and high-end products. There-
fore, commodity-based data center networks constructed from inexpensive routers that
have minimum IP routing and forwarding functionalities cannot achieve efficient link uti-
lization. Many multipathing approaches have been proposed [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] that have
not been deployed in real-world environments because they require hardware modifications
to network devices to achieve efficient multipathing. Requiring dedicated hardware is a
barrier to deployment because it increases costs. On the other hand, there is a commodity-
based multipathing technique called Equal-Cost Multipath (ECMP) [34, 35, 36]. ECMP
is supported by low-end commodity routers, however, it is known to be inefficient in mak-
ing full use of extra links [32] because of hash-based traffic balancing (this problem is
described in Chapter 5 in detail).

2.5 Summary
As a result of the commoditization and lack of extensibility of IP, we have to continue
to use IP as is to continue to use existing applications, protocols and network devices.
However, IP is not sufficient to meet a wide spectrum of current demands. It does not
support domain separation, and its link utilization is inefficient. Despite these problems,
the modification of IP itself and its practical deployment is extremely hard because of lack
of extensibility due to the commoditization. In other words, we are facing the problem
that despite the fact that IP is insufficient to address the problems of domain separation
or link utilization, there is no practical way to discard, modify or replace IP.

Existing techniques to mitigate the limitation of IP are inadequate under the constraint
of the non-extensibility of IP and performance perspectives. Table 2.1 summarizes two
existing techniques that abandon using IP for efficient link utilization or end host perfor-
mance for domain separation. We must continue to use IP as is to use existing applications
and commodity IP-based network devices. Therefore, techniques without modifications
to IP are feasible solutions. No modification on Table 2.1 means that techniques do not
require any modifications to existing IP-related protocols and devices. From this view-
point of no modification, MPLS based on the path-switching approach discards IP to
improve network performance through multipathing, so that it is not feasible for such
data center networks requiring inexpensive commodity network devices. Meanwhile, net-
work virtualization overlays based on the tunneling approach do not require modifications
to IP; however, it causes a degradation of end host performance due to additional protocol
processing.

As we discussed above, the path-switching approach provides aggregate throughput im-
provements through multipathing to achieve better network performance; however, this
approach requires hardware modifications to intermediate nodes. Non-IP based packet
forwarding techniques such as MPLS require high-end and expensive products to achieve
multipathing. They are applicable for carrier backbone networks composed of small num-
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bers of high capacity routers to accommodate geographically distributed areas. However,
it is not practical in data center environments that require large numbers of low-end net-
work devices. In contrast to carrier backbone networks, data center networks have to
accommodate and interconnect large numbers of server machines. Data center operators’
need for commodity network devices in constructing their networks makes this approach
infeasible from a cost aspect.

Network virtualization overlays based on the tunneling approach achieve domain sep-
aration without any modification to existing protocols and network devices, however,
they involve performance degradation during packet transmission at end hosts. Tunnel-
ing requires additional protocol processing at end hosts compared with original packet
transmission. Through the transmission path, data transmitted from applications is di-
vided into packets by a transport layer protocol, and the packets are processed by layer-3
and layer-2 protocols for virtual networks. Then, packets are encapsulated and further
processed by layer-3 and layer-2 protocols for lower physical networks. Consequently, the
time required to transmit a packet increases at the end hosts, and transmission through-
put decreases. In addition, tunneling is an end-to-end technique, so that the problem of
inefficient link utilization at networks still remains.

A recent approach to relieve the performance degradation due to tunneling is hardware
offloading, however, it is inefficient for various tunneling protocols as known as protocol os-
sification [37]. TCP Segmentation Offload (TSO) is an offloading technique to reduce the
number of packets processed in kernel space. TSO-capable Network Interface Card (NIC)
receives larger packets (generally 64KB) than the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
size of Ethernet (which is generally 1500-byte) from the end host software network stack.
Then, the NIC divides these large packets into MTU sized packets in hardware. This
reduces the number of packets that the end host software network stack must handle and,
consequently, transmission throughput is improved. TSO is a dedicated technique for
TCP packets; TSO-capable NICs cannot handle encapsulated packets even if the inner
packets are TCP because the encapsulated packets appear to be UDP or tunnel header.
Some tunnel-aware TSO NICs have been published [38, 39]. These NICs can distinguish
encapsulated TCP packets and provide TSO functions. However, this hardware offload-
ing approach is not applicable for all tunneling protocols, but is specific for a particular
tunneling protocol. Such NICs are aware of only the particular tunneling protocols imple-
mented in their NIC hardware. Therefore, when a new tunneling protocol were introduced
and deployed, new NIC hardware, which can recognize this new protocol, must be devel-
oped and operators may have to replace all the NICs in their networks. Thus, the recent
ad hoc offloading approach is inefficient for various tunneling protocols.
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Chapter 3

Virtual Networking

In this chapter, we introduce a new architectural view of tunnel-based virtual networking
and propose exploiting its potential for optimization. This view changes interpretations
of inner and outer networks of tunnels and brings a potential for optimizing behaviors of
protocol stacks to overcome the disadvantages of tunneling. First, this chapter explores
details of tunneling protocols. Based on the exploration, we argue that tunneling is a way
to achieve isolation of the identifier and locator aspects of the Internet Protocol. Further,
we introduce the new view through a network architecture for virtual networking and its
potential for optimization.

This dissertation focuses on the tunneling approach to improve IP networking because
adopting tunneling makes it possible to continue to use existing IP-related protocols and
network devices without any modification. However, its extensibility is inadequate because
conventional tunneling causes performance degradation at end hosts due to encapsulation.
Moreover, tunneling is an end-to-end technique, so that the inefficient link utilization
problem at the network side still remains. Through enhancing tunneling, we aim to
achieve domain separation and efficient link utilization with performance improvement at
end hosts and networks.

3.1 Details of Tunneling Protocols
The tunneling approach was originally proposed to provide virtual networks. A virtual
network is a network constructed from virtual links unbound from physical links. The
original IP network is fully wired to physical topologies and is dependent on the wiring of
links, switches and routers. Thus, address space and network policies (e.g., security poli-
cies) are also tied to physical network structures. Virtual networking has emerged from
a demand from people who wish to overcome the inflexibility of physically wired network
structures. A Virtual Private Network (VPN) is one example of virtual networking: users
connect to distant office networks at which individual network policies are applied through
VPN circuits across public networks. The VM-based cloud environments described in Sec-
tion 2.3 is currently the most important tunnel use case. Here, the customers’ networks
are fully separated from the physically wired cloud providers’ networks. The key technol-
ogy for achieving virtual networking under the constraint of the non-extensibility of IP is
the tunneling approach.

The behavior of tunneling protocols is the virtual link connecting two distant hosts
across shared IP networks. Figure 3.1 shows the protocol stacks at end hosts using tun-
neling. Applications running on both hosts communicate with each other across a virtual
link. The IP protocol module used by the application on host A works as if it were directly
connected to the IP protocol module on host B via the virtual link. The tunneling proto-
col module on host A encapsulates an original IP packet into an outer IP header whose
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Fig. 3.1. An example of protocol stacks and tunneling communications between two hosts
across a physical IP network.

destination address is the address of host B on the physical IP network and then transmits
the encapsulated packet to the network. The encapsulated packet is routed and forwarded
to host B in accordance with the outer destination address. Then, the tunneling protocol
module on host B decapsulates the packet, and the IP protocol stack receives the original
IP packet as though it had been received directly from the virtual link. This is the basic
tunneling behavior. In VPNs, a virtual link performs as a VPN circuit. End hosts can
connect to a distant office network through the virtual links as VPNs that span public IP
networks. In VM-based cloud environments, the VMs contain the applications and upper
IP protocol modules. VMs placed in different HVs can perform as if directly connected
through virtual links even if the HVs are located in geographically distant data centers.
Moreover, multiplexing virtual links on a physical IP network between same hosts can be
achieved by adding some sort of network identifier that distinguishes the virtual networks
of inner packets as described in Section 2.4.1 using NVGRE as an example. Namely, tun-
nels perform virtual links, and utilizing virtual links for network construction is virtual
networking.

3.1.1 IP over IP Protocols

A basic tunneling format is layer-3 over layer-3 tunneling protocols that encapsulate IP
packets into IP headers. Tunneling protocols are explained as layer-i over layer-n proto-
cols. Layer-i indicates the protocol level of the encapsulated inner packet. The layer-n
indicates the protocol level of the outer header, which is an actual network protocol for
transporting the encapsulated packet. Ordinary tunneling protocols work over layer-3
because they aim to expand networks through virtual links across scalable IP networks.
Tunneling first appeared in 1988, RFC1057 Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol
(DVMRP) [40]. In this original use case, tunneling was used to connect distant multicast-
enabled IP networks across multicast-disabled IP networks. RFC1057 states that:

A tunnel is a method for sending datagrams between routers separated by gateways
that do not support multicasting routing. It acts as a virtual network between two
routers. For instance, a router running at Stanford, and a router running at BBN
might be connected with a tunnel to allow multicast datagrams to traverse the
Internet.
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Fig. 3.2. Packet header formats of the original IP packet, IP over IP and Ethernet over
IP tunneling protocols.

DVMRP tunnels transfer IP multicast packets across unicast-only IP networks to expand a
multicast routing domain. In other words, tunneling was originally introduced to expand
a network to which individual policies (multicasting in this case) were applied across
public networks. A DVMRP tunnel was implemented using the loose source route option,
which an original source address and a destination multicast address were contained in
IP option fields, and a source tunnel endpoint address and a destination tunnel endpoint
address were inserted to form the proper source and destination address fields of an
IP header. Twenty-eight years later, the loose source route option is obsolete because
of security issues. Moreover, the Protocol Independent Multicast used as the modern
multicast routing protocol makes DVMRP obsolete.

After DVMRP, tunneling was more generalized to involve connecting two distant IP
networks. The IP-in-IP encapsulation protocol (IPIP) was proposed and standardized in
1995 [41]. IPIP is a very simple IP over IP tunneling protocol. It encapsulates an IP packet
in an IP header as depicted in image (1) of Figure 3.2, so that routers in physical networks
route and forward encapsulated packets in accordance with the destination IP addresses
of the outer IP headers. Similarly, receivers decapsulate the packets, and the original IP
packets are received by the IP protocol module again; delivered to transport protocols
or routed and forwarded again in accordance with their inner destination addresses. The
packet format of IPIP is shown in image (1) of Figure 3.2, where the outer IP header is next
to the original IP header. IPIP was originally defined as IPv4 over IPv4 encapsulation.
Additionally, IPv4 over IPv6 and IPv6 over IPv4 tunneling also exist as variants of IPIP.
Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) is also a popular IP over IP tunneling protocol [42].
In contrast to IPIP, GRE adds the GRE tunnel header between the inner IP header and
the outer IP header as depicted in image (2) of Figure 3.2. The GRE header contains a
version number, the inner protocol type and checksum fields. In addition, it has optional
key and sequence number fields. An important characteristic of IPIP and GRE is that
they are point-to-point tunneling protocols. The virtual links of IPIP tunnels and GRE
tunnels assume that the links connect a source node and a destination node statically
configured in advance. In other words, a virtual link seems to be a point-to-point link
to the inner IP protocol modules. In Figure 3.1, the tunnel protocol module of IPIP or
GRE always encapsulates all packets from the inner IP protocol module to the identical
destination host.

Locator Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) [43] is another IP over IP tunneling pro-
tocol; however, it is not point-to-point tunneling. LISP introduces a routing mechanism
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to tunneling to achieve mobility. LISP was designed to separate the locator and identifier
aspects of the IP address. The LISP tunnel protocol contains a table, called a map ta-
ble, composed of pairs of endpoint identifiers (EIDs) and corresponding routing locators
(RLOCs). EIDs are identifiers of nodes in the inner virtual networks: the IP addresses
on virtual IP networks and, RLOCs are locators of nodes on outer physical networks: IP
addresses on physical IP networks. By using this map table rather than a static con-
figuration consisting of a single source and destination pair for a tunnel, LISP achieves
multipoint tunneling and can be dynamically updated. When the LISP tunnel protocol
module receives an IP packet from an upper IP protocol module, it searches the map
table for the appropriate RLOC (the destination IP address on physical networks) for
the destination IP address of the original packet (EID). After this lookup, the original
IP packet is encapsulated in a LISP tunnel header and an outer IP header whose desti-
nation IP address is the found RLOC. Through this separation of identifier and locator,
LISP provides mobility; if a node location (RLOC) changes, the node identifier (EID) for
data communication need not change. Instead, only the locator for the identifier in the
map table entry is updated. Therefore, communications such as TCP sessions are not
disrupted. Consequently, the tunneling mechanism of LISP differs greatly from point-to-
point tunneling protocols, although its encapsulation format is similar to GRE as shown
in image (2) of Figure 3.2. To the inner IP protocol module, the LISP tunnel protocol
module seems to be a virtual link; however, it works as a multipoint link by looking up
the locators on physical networks in accordance with the identifiers on virtual networks.

3.1.2 Ethernet over IP Protocols

Another major tunneling format is layer-2 over layer-3 tunneling protocols that encapsu-
late Ethernet frames into IP headers. Motivation to encapsulate Ethernet frames into IP
is to connect virtual machines at different and distant hypervisors. Network interfaces of
virtualized host OSes (Guest OSes) are Ethernet interfaces because this design allows us
to use existing Ethernet device drivers for guest OSes and accommodate multiple VMs in
the same sub-network. Accommodating VMs in an Ethernet network enable operators to
adopt the identical network operation techniques for virtualized environments as is used
in physical environments. Therefore, the inner Ethernet header performs solely as a pro-
tocol header for compatibility; there is no necessity for Ethernet protocol services such as
collision detection and flow control. The Ethernet header is used to define sub-networks
and use the existing network protocol stack of guest OSes as is. Another demand is to
extend a sub-network across IP networks. Network policies are applied at the sub-network
level; consequently, Ethernet over IP tunneling is needed to construct a sub-network to
which an identical policy can be applied even to multiple distant branches across shared IP
networks. For these reasons, Ethernet over IP protocols are called network virtualization
overlays.

NVGRE described in Section 2.4.1 is one such Ethernet over IP protocol. Its packet
header format is shown in image (3) of Figure 3.2. A variant of NVGRE, Stateless
Transport Tunneling (STT) [25] was proposed in 2012. STT aims to utilize the TSO
feature of NIC hardware. Ordinary NICs have TSO, however, they are not aware of
encapsulated packets. Thus, STT defines the TCP-like STT header inside the outer
IP header that the packet format is that depicted in image (3) in Figure 3.2. STT
uses the same IP header protocol number for TCP (the protocol number for TCP is 6);
therefore, STT-encapsulated packets pretend to be TCP packets. Consequently, STT can
utilize the TSO feature of existing commodity NICs. In contrast to the packet header
format of NVGRE and STT, in which the tunnel header is inside the outer IP header,
the packet header formats of VXLAN [24] and GENEVE [26] are shown in image (4) in
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Figure 3.2. The only difference between (3) and (4) is the inclusion of the outer UDP
header. The outer UDP header was added based on two practical operational issues.
The first issue is that the protocol number field of the IP header that indicates the next
header protocol type is 8-bit value that can accommodate only 256 types. Therefore,
adding new protocols as the next protocols of the IP header is very difficult because the
protocol number resource is limited. In contrast, encapsulating packets in the UDP header
can employ the UDP port number field to indicate the next protocol (tunnel header)
type. The second issue involves traffic load balancing. General load balancing features
of network devices (e.g., routers) determine next-hops of packets for balancing using a 5-
tuple (source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port and the IP protocol number)
extracted from the packets. Thus, encapsulated packets without transport headers cannot
be balanced efficiently. Consequently, the destination UDP port number is used to indicate
the inner protocols and the source UDP port number is used to insert entropy for load
balancing. Overall, Ethernet over IP tunneling protocols were designed considering these
practical operational issues.

One significant characteristic of Ethernet over IP protocols is that they all include some
sort of network identifier within their tunnel headers to achieve network multiplexing. The
network identifier indicates the virtual networks to which inner original Ethernet frames
belong. Receiver hosts can distinguish the virtual networks for the inner Ethernet frames
by checking the network identifiers, so that different virtual networks can be multiplexed
over a single physical IP network. The names of such identifiers differ: Virtual Subnet ID
(VSID) in NVGRE, Context ID in STT and Virtual Network Identifier (VNI) in VXLAN
and GENEVE, but their role is the same. It is now the norm that modern Ethernet over
IP tunneling protocols will include such network identifier to achieve network multiplexing
on a physical network.

Another characteristic of Ethernet over IP protocols is that they are multipoint-to-
multipoint tunneling to emulate shared links, for example, to connect multiple HVs. They
use forwarding tables called overlay Forwarding Database (FDB) like the LISP map table.
The FDB is composed of pairs of Ethernet MAC addresses and corresponding IP addresses.
The MAC addresses correspond to the destination MAC addresses of the inner Ethernet
frames, and the IP addresses correspond to the destination IP addresses of the outer
IP headers. When a host sends an Ethernet frame through a tunnel, the FDB on a
tunnel protocol module is used to determine the IP address of the destination host that
accommodates the Ethernet interface that has the destination MAC address of the sending
frame. As shown in Figure 3.3, when a VM sends an Ethernet frame to a destination VM,
the tunnel protocol module in the HV hosting the source VM determines the address of
the HV hosting the destination VM by looking it up in the FDB. Then the tunnel module
encapsulates the frame into a tunnel header and an outer IP header. As the result, the
VMs can be directly connected via a virtual Ethernet link. Interestingly, this is the same
behavior as the locator identifier separation mechanism of LISP. The destination MAC
addresses of the inner Ethernet headers perform identifiers in virtual networks, while the
outer destination IP addresses are the locators in physical IP networks. VXLAN and STT
have a mechanism for learning and updating FDB entries that uses IP multicast.

3.1.3 Other Tunneling Protocols

In addition to IP over IP and Ethernet over IP tunneling protocols, there are some tun-
neling protocols that do not explicitly define inner and outer protocols. For example,
MPLS can transport IPv4 or IPv6 packets and Ethernet frames within MPLS headers.
Similarly, the Network Service Header (NSH) [44] also does not define outer and inner
protocols. A commonality of MPLS and NSH is that both protocols determine the outer
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Fig. 3.3. An example of protocol stacks and communication of Ethernet over IP tunneling
between two VMs on two HVs through a virtual link.

protocol destination from some sort of forwarding table. MPLS uses the label as the key of
forwarding table. The MPLS protocol module determines the outgoing port and the next
MPLS node’s MAC addresses based on the label table. NSH has similar label fields called
Service Path Index (SPI) and Service Index (SI) in the NSH header. The NSH mapping
table contains the SPI and SI as keys and the destination host IP addresses and encapsu-
lation formats, respectively, as values. The NSH tunnel protocol module determines the
destination host addresses and encapsulation formats in accordance with the NSH map-
ping table when sending packets. Both, MPLS and NSH also have lookup mechanisms to
determine the destination locators corresponding to the destination identifiers.

3.1.4 Layer Violation due to Tunneling Protocols

As a result of this flood of tunneling protocols explored in previous sections, the abstrac-
tion of network layering model is violated for practical issues. For example, the Ethernet
header appears in protocol stacks twice, but the inner Ethernet protocol does not perform
full data link layer services; instead, it is only used as a protocol header for VM network
interface compatibility. The UDP header is used for encapsulation due to practical and
operational issues but not due to the need for transport layer services. STT pretends to be
TCP on the packet level so it can utilize the TSO features of NIC hardware. This disguise
violates the transport layer because network devices that are not aware of STT handle
STT packets as TCP packets. In addition, tunnel-aware TSO NICs are implemented
for specific tunneling protocols [38, 39]; consequently, they are unsuitable for other or
new tunneling protocols. As we discussed, the current tunneling protocols are excessively
practice-oriented and lack comprehensive views.

3.2 Locator and Identifier
Even though tunneling protocols are different from each other depending on practical is-
sues, the tunneling approach separates two different aspects of the IP address: identifiers
and locators, into two IP address fields of their protocol header formats. The identifier
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Table 3.1. Lookup mechanisms of major tunneling protocols

Protocol Identifier Locator
IPIP

none (always single) outer IP address
GRE
LISP inner IP address (Edge ID) outer IP address (RLOC)
VXLAN

inner MAC address outer IP address
NVGRE
STT
GENEVE
NSH Service Path Index and Service Index outer IP address

aspect is that IP addresses identify end hosts and their communication peers. End hosts
establish communication channels using their own and peers’ IP addresses as identifiers.
The locator aspect is that IP addresses indicate locations of networks to which end hosts
connect. Routers deliver packets across networks in accordance with the destination IP
addresses of the packets. In usual IP networks without tunneling, IP addresses perform
both aspects simultaneously. By contrast, in tunneling, different IP addresses perform
both aspects respectively. IP addresses of inner original headers perform the identifier
aspect, and IP addresses of outer encapsulation headers perform the locator aspect. Tun-
neling protocols determine locators in accordance with identifiers of peers of end-to-end
communications.

Tunneling that separates two aspects can be regarded as a boundary between virtual
and physical networks for identifier and locator aspects of IP addresses. Inner packets
flowing through tunnels seem to be accommodated in virtual networks. Applications es-
tablish their data communication channels using IP addresses as host identifiers on virtual
networks. These IP addresses identifying communicating hosts are contained within inner
IP headers of original packets. Packets flowing through virtual links of virtual networks are
encapsulated by tunneling protocols, and the encapsulated packets are transferred across
physical IP networks using IP addresses as destination host locators. These IP addresses
distinguishing locations of communicating hosts are contained within outer IP headers
of encapsulated packets. This behavior is independent of concrete tunneling protocols
and their packet formats. Virtual networks perform as identifier networks for data com-
munications, and physical networks perform as locator networks for encapsulated packet
transport. Then, tunnels act as the boundary between them.

The essential functions of tunneling to work as the boundary between virtual and phys-
ical networks can be defined as follows:

1. Determining destination locators according to the inner protocol identifiers.
2. Encapsulating packets into outer protocols.

Determining destination means including mechanisms for looking up outer destination IP
addresses that are destination host locators. Ethernet over IP protocols such as VXLAN
and NVGRE use FDB to find destination IP addresses based on the inner-destination
MAC address of Ethernet headers. LISP uses the map table to determine the destination
RLOCs according to EIDs. Point-to-point tunneling protocols such as IPIP and GRE
do not require such lookup tables because they always have a single tunnel destination.
In other words, they maintain and search tables composed of a single entry. Table 3.1
lists the major tunneling protocols and their lookup mechanisms. They all use some
sort of inner protocol identifiers as keys for lookups and determine the outer protocol
locators on physical networks. After lookups, tunneling protocols encapsulate packets
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into appropriate outer network protocols. Ordinary, the protocols encapsulate packets
into either IPv4 or IPv6 headers. Some protocols such as VXLAN and GENEVE add the
UDP header in addition to the IP header for practical reasons. Outer header protocols
are determined by their protocol contexts in a manner similar to inner protocols. Hence,
the common functions of all tunneling protocols can be abstracted into two functions:
determining destination and encapsulation. Tunneling performs at the boundary of virtual
networks and physical networks using these two functions.

3.3 Problems of the Current Network Protocol Stack Design
From the viewpoint that tunneling is the boundary between virtual and physical networks,
a single network protocol stack currently serves different networks: the virtual network
as an identifier space and the physical network as a locator network. Figure 3.4 depicts
the design of the current network protocol stack with tunneling. Packets transmitted
to a tunnel virtual link are encapsulated in the outer IP headers and pushed back to
the same network protocol stack again. Then, the network protocol stack processes IP
routing lookup and determines the next-hops of the encapsulated packets in accordance
with the outer IP addresses (locators). As shown in Figure 3.4, the current design does
not separate the identifier and locator aspects of the IP address because a single network
protocol stack handles both the original and encapsulated packets in the same network
domain, e.g., address space and routing table, simultaneously.

This design, a single network protocol stack for both types of networks, has advantages
for implementation simplicity and problems on additional complexity and performance.
The current design is derived from the original use of tunneling, in which a tunnel was in-
tended to be simply a virtual link across shared networks. In other words, this design does
not provide different protocols for different types of networks. The design that pushed
back encapsulated packets provided some implementation benefits—allowing designers to
use the same network protocol stack implementation for both inner and outer packet han-
dling. It also provided modularity for protocol implementations. To add a new tunneling
protocol, it was necessary only to implement a new tunnel link device driver. Meanwhile,
this design also causes some problems. First, a single network protocol stack for both
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locator and identifier aspects causes additional complexity. For example, a single routing
table for a network protocol stack must have entries for both outer and inner IP packet
routing simultaneously. Namely, address spaces of the outer and inner networks are mixed.
Second, packet transmission performance will degrade as noted in Section 2.4.1. Packets
over tunnels must pass through the same network protocol stack implementation twice;
therefore, the time required to transmit a packet increases, and the total transmission
performance degrades.

3.4 The Virtual Network Architecture
In this dissertation, we introduce a new architectural view to tunnel-based virtual net-
working and propose exploiting its potential for optimizing network protocol stacks to
overcome the drawbacks of tunneling. As discussed in previous sections, tunneling can be
regarded as the boundary between virtual and physical networks that are responsible for
identifier and locator aspects. Hence, we advocate that different network protocol stacks
across tunnels serve virtual and physical networks respectively because they are different
networks. This view brings the potential for optimizing a network protocol stack for the
locator aspect preserving end-to-end data communications in another network protocol
stack for the identifier aspect.

Figure 3.5 depicts a network architecture, called a virtual network architecture, for
tunnel-based virtual networking adopting our view. In this architecture, two different
network protocol stacks serve the locator and identifier aspects respectively in contrast
to a single network protocol stack of the current design. The virtual network protocol
stack is responsible for protocol processing on the virtual network as identifier spaces, and
the physical network protocol stack that is isolated from the virtual network is responsi-
ble for protocol processing on the physical network for packet transport of encapsulated
packets. Tunneling performs a shim layer between physical and virtual networks. Tun-
neling protocols have mapping tables for identifiers in virtual networks and locators in
physical networks, and determine locators of packets in accordance with the tables. To
the network protocols of virtual networks, a tunnel appears to be a virtual link. When
a packet is transmitted through a tunnel, the tunneling protocol determines the destina-
tion on the physical networks according to the packet’s destination in the virtual network
and encapsulates the packet into a network protocol header compatible with the physical
network.

This architecture changes the interpretation of physical networks into simple packet
transport by confining end-to-end data communications in virtual networks, so that we
can optimize the physical network protocol stack by removing unnecessary functions.
Virtual networks are identifier spaces for data communications. Applications establish
connections using identifiers and exchange data using transport services on the virtual
network protocol stack. Namely, the context of data communication is sealed up in virtual
networks. Therefore, network policies are applied to virtual networks. For example,
packet-filtering mechanisms (e.g., firewall) are placed and implemented in the virtual
network protocol stack because the physical network protocol stack cannot touch the
original packets after encapsulation. In contrast, the physical networks are simple packet
transport networks without such mechanisms. The addresses of physical networks perform
as locators, and the physical network protocol stacks on nodes simply forward packets in
accordance with the locators.

Data transmitted from applications is processed by the virtual network protocol stack,
a tunneling protocol and the physical network protocol stack at a sender host, and trans-
mitted to a physical wire. Both virtual and physical network protocol stacks are composed
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Fig. 3.5. The virtual network architecture based on the tunneling approach.

of layer-4, layer-3 and layer-2 protocols as needed. Applications running on hosts com-
municate with their peer in the same way as in the traditional end-to-end communication
model. The only differences from the traditional model are that the data communica-
tions of applications are accommodated by the virtual network and its protocol stack: the
physical network topologies and locations of hosts are hidden from the virtual network.
Consequently, the virtual network protocol stack provides transport services (layer-4) and
host identifiers (layer-3) for applications. Applications establish connections using the
transport services and the identifiers. Mechanisms achieving network policies are also
implemented in and provided by the virtual network protocol stack. Data transmitted by
applications are divided into packets, processed by the network protocols of the virtual
network, and the packets are finally transmitted to virtual links toward the virtual network
protocol stack on the communication peer. The tunnel provides virtual link functions.
When a tunnel receives a packet from the virtual network protocol stack, the tunnel de-
termines the destination address of the communication peer on the physical networks: the
locator. This determination mechanism works in the same way as the lookup of tunneling
protocols. The tunnel searches a mapping table using the identifier of original packets as
a key and finds the destination locator corresponding to the identifier. The encapsulated
packet is delivered to the physical network protocol stack, transmitted to a wire, and
transferred on the physical networks in accordance with the routing mechanisms of the
physical networks.

The virtual network architecture utilizes the inheritance of the End-to-End princi-
ple [12], so as to avoid modification on intermediate nodes such as routers and switches
for practical network construction. In this architecture, end hosts and their network pro-
tocol stacks handle concrete virtual and physical network protocol processing, and the
intermediate nodes do packet routing and forwarding as is. The intermediate nodes of the
physical networks are unaware of the virtual networks and do not care whether the for-
warding packets are encapsulated packets. Therefore, there is no need to modify existing
network devices and their hardware, and we can continue to use such network devices.
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The definition of a tunnel is that it comprises an interface, functions and services
like conventional layer definition. The interface of the tunnel as a shim layer facing
the virtual network protocol stack is the same as that of physical links. If the bottom
protocol of a virtual network protocol stack is Ethernet, a tunnel seems to be an Ethernet
link. If the bottom protocol is IP, the tunnel seems to be an IP link. In both cases,
Ethernet and IP protocols transmit packets using their protocol headers to tunnels as links
regardless of whether the links are virtual or physical. In other words, this abstraction
interprets a tunnel to be a network interface. A network interface (which is actually a
tunnel) connects to a virtual network. The functions of the tunnel are 1) to determine
the destination locators on physical networks according to identifiers on virtual networks,
and 2) to encapsulate packets into outer protocol headers on top of the physical network
protocol stacks. Therefore, packets on virtual networks are transferred to destination
peers through physical networks.

In addition to the interface and functions, the tunnel can provide some services of the
shim layer. The most important service is network multiplexing for domain separation.
As network virtualization overlays do, tunneling can build multiple virtual networks on
a physical network by using network identifiers. When a tunnel receives a packet from a
virtual network protocol stack, the tunnel marks the virtual network to which the packet
belongs on a network identifier of the tunnel header. The tunnel on the receiver host
can then distinguish the virtual network of the received packet, and deliver the original
packet to the appropriate virtual network protocol stack. Another considerable service on
the shim layer is routing. The logical topology of a virtual network is basically full-mesh.
Thus, actual packet transit paths follow shortest paths on physical topologies. However,
it is a known issue that using only shortest paths is inefficient from the viewpoints of
aggregate throughput and traffic engineering. Therefore, some techniques introducing
new tunneling protocols that have routing identifiers at the tunnel layer have been pro-
posed [45, 46]. These approaches construct virtual network topologies separated from
physical topologies to optimize networks from the performance view. A service to provide
routing on the tunnel layer is called overlay routing.

Our architectural view separates outer and inner networks of tunnels and changes the
interpretations of them. The virtual architecture interprets outer networks as simple
physical packet transport for encapsulated packets and inner networks as the identifier
space for end-to-end data communications. A pair of source and destination IP addresses
appears in a packet twice, however, meanings of these IP addresses are different. The
IP addresses of inner IP header acts as the identifier for data communication on virtual
networks, while the IP addresses of outer IP header acts as the locator for simple packet
transport on physical networks. Furthermore, the tunnel acts as a boundary between
the virtual and physical networks. Protocol stacks of virtual and physical networks are
composed of existing protocols as before. Virtual and physical network protocol stacks
handle both networks for identifier and locator aspects respectively.

3.5 Optimization Potential
This dissertation proposes exploiting the potential for optimization derived from the vir-
tual network architecture to overcome the drawbacks of tunneling. We aim to achieve
extensibility of tunneling with performance improvement at both end hosts and networks.
In addition to original advantages that stem from using tunneling, the physical network
protocol stack can be optimized preserving end-to-end data communications by our ar-
chitecture because physical and virtual networks are separated into individual network
protocol stacks. We list these advantages below:
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1. Virtual networks are released from physical and geographical topologies.
2. The separation enables us to use existing protocols and implementations in both

virtual and physical network protocol stacks.
3. Physical network protocol stacks can be optimized by changing behavior of proto-

cols.

First and second advantages are derived from original tunnel use: mobility and reusabil-
ity of existing protocols and implementation. Virtual networks are not bound to physical
and geographical topologies, which provides mobility: an identifier on a virtual network
protocol stack can migrate to other physical network protocol stack instances on other
nodes without the disruption of communication. When a virtual network protocol stack
is a VM such as Figure 3.3, the VM can move from one HV to other HVs connected to the
same virtual network without requiring changes of identifiers [47]. Therefore, VMs can
migrate without disrupting data communications. This is one of the major advantages of
using network virtualization overlays in IaaS cloud environments. On the other hand, the
LISP provides prefix mobility as its one of main benefits. A LISP implementation, LISP-
mob [48], provides mobility to Linux nodes. Existing protocols and implementations can
be used to achieve both virtual and physical network protocol stacks. This advantage also
means that the virtual network architecture does not require any modification to existing
protocols. As discussed in Section 2.3, IP itself cannot be modified nor discarded because
it is highly commoditized and is now the dominant protocol for data communication. The
tunneling approach is highly deployable to existing networked systems despite the fact
that IP networks lack extensibility. Adopting the tunnel approach allows us to continue
to use existing protocols and implementation.

Based on the architecture, we propose optimizing the physical network protocol stack
through changing behaviors of protocols. In the architecture, virtual and physical net-
works are separated into individual network protocol stacks, so that the physical network
protocol stack is responsible for only simple packet transport networks. In other words,
the physical network protocol stack does not need to support full networking features.
Protocols including standardized packet formats and meanings of header fields cannot
be changed; however, we can change behaviors of protocol stacks. For example, we can
implement optimized packet transmission paths without firewall functions as a physical
network protocol stack to relieve overhead due to tunneling. Even if a behavior of a
physical network is changed, end-to-end data communications are preserved because the
virtual network protocol stack supporting full features deals with them. Network policies
are applied to communications on virtual networks. Physical networks must only deliver
packets from source nodes to destination nodes.

Some might think that this architectural view is already known. Some implementa-
tions accidentally take the form of the separation; they have different network protocol
stacks for virtual and physical networks. However, they do not exploit this potential
for optimization. For example, network protocol stacks in VMs and HVs are isolated as
shown in Figure 3.3. Network protocol stacks in VMs establish end-to-end connections,
and network protocol stacks in HVs are responsible for physical packet transport. Never-
theless, network protocol stacks in HVs also support full networking features because the
current design handles all packets by a single network protocol stack even if the packets
are already encapsulated. The same is true of container technologies [49]. Containers
are composed of kernel level isolation on user, process, file system and network spaces.
Network spaces for each container and a host OS are isolated, but they are produced from
identical implementation (codes) and support full features for packet handling. Therefore,
existing implementations do not exploit the potential that the physical network protocol
stacks after tunnels can be optimized.
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Chapter 4

Improving Packet Transport at End

Hosts

This chapter proposes a first implementation method that exploits the potential for op-
timization to improve performance with tunneling at end hosts. Tunneling that involves
encapsulation causes processing overhead due to additional protocol processing compared
to no encapsulation. In this chapter, we investigate magnitude of overhead and clarify
bottlenecks. Then, we propose a new lookup method based on our architecture as an opti-
mized physical network protocol stack for simple packet transport. This method achieves
performance improvement at end hosts without modifications to existing protocols.

4.1 Introduction
A significant benefit from using virtual networking based on tunneling is the separation of
physical networks and virtual networks. In network communities, virtual networks built
on layer-3 tunneling are also called overlay networks [50]. Logical topologies of overlay
networks isolated from physical IP networks can be changed agilely to respond to various
demands. This characteristic is essential for today’s virtualized environments such as VM
based clouds and network function virtualization (NFV). However, overlaying networks
requires additional protocol processing to transmit packets. This can lead to overheads
due to the tunneling, especially in host operating systems.

A typical end point of overlay networks is software network stack of host OS. In clouds,
hypervisors connect to overlays directly and virtual machines on the hypervisors are ac-
commodated in the overlaid inner networks. In NFV, software-based middleboxes as
service functions are connected by overlays [51]. Moreover, load balancers sometimes uti-
lize overlays for isolation of virtual networks and physical networks [52, 36]. Tunneling
protocols that build overlay networks are implemented as virtual network device drivers
at the host OS. This virtual device, called virtual tunnel interface, becomes an entry point
to an overlay network.

Network subsystems of host OSes are called network stack. Each layer protocol and
interface is implemented carefully for code reusability and modularity to benefit from the
layering model. Applications send data to network stack via socket API. Data is divided
into packets by transport layer subsystems such as TCP or UDP implementations. Then,
packets are processed by IP subsystem for routing, and delivered to Ethernet device
drivers through Ethernet protocol implementation including ARP table lookup. The
interface of the tunnel is the same as the link for data link or network layer protocols, so
that tunneling protocols for Ethernet overlays are implemented as Ethernet device. Thus,
IP subsystem does not need to mind that outgoing device is physical or virtual. When
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Fig. 4.1. The rate of packet transmission throughput via tunneling protocols compared
with the normal transmission on Linux kernel 4.2.0.

the outgoing device is a tunnel interface, packets are encapsulated and put back to IP
subsystem. Therefore, packets sent to a virtual tunnel interface via a network stack
are encapsulated by the interface and transmitted to underlay physical networks via a
network stack again.

This conventional OS network stack design of tunneling protocols involves overhead and
degrades throughput because packets must pass through the same network stack twice. To
demonstrate the degradation at the OS, we measured the packet transmission throughput
with five tunneling protocols: IPIP, GRE, GRETAP (Ethernet over GRE), VXLAN and
NSH*1 on Linux kernel version 4.2.0 with Intel Core i7-3770K 3.50-GHz CPU and Intel
X520 10-Gbps Network Interface Card (NIC). The test traffic was a single UDP flow
generated by one CPU core in kernel space. Figure 4.1 shows the result of this experiment.
The y-axis refers to the rate of transmission throughput via each tunneling protocol to the
normal transmission (no encapsulation). As Figure 4.1 shows, using tunneling protocols
in the host OS causes over 30% to 43% throughput degradation.

In this chapter, 1) we show a fine-grained bottleneck analysis of tunneling protocols
on a Linux network stack. The resulting analysis shows the time required for each part
of the network stack through tunneling protocols. Based on the analysis, 2) we propose
a new lookup method for virtual networking with tunneling protocols. This method
provides a shortcut for the second network stack processing. Furthermore, the method is
protocol independent, so that the proposed architecture can be adapted to existing and
future tunneling protocols. As a proof-of-concept, we implemented a part of the method
using a commodity FPGA card and measured throughput improvement. Moreover, we
implemented the proposed method into a software dummy interface and an Intel 10-Gbps
NIC driver. The evaluation results show that the transmission throughput is improved in
five tunneling protocols and the kernel throughput is approximately doubled in particular
protocols.

*1 Network Service Header has not implemented in Linux kernel network stack yet, and we used
https://github.com/upa/nshkmod.

https://github.com/upa/nshkmod.
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(a) Point-to-point tun-
neling model

(b) Multipoint-to-
multipoint tunneling
model

(c) Path-setup tunneling
model

Fig. 4.2. Three topology model of tunneling protocols.

4.2 Case Study
Although new tunneling protocols are being proposed continuously for various purposes,
all tunneling protocols can be classified into three models by logical topology type: point-
to-point, multipoint-to-multipoint and path-setup. Point-to-point is a classic model that
interconnects two hosts via a virtual wire as shown in Figure 4.2(a). Point-to-point tun-
neling is usually used to connect distant networks like Virtual Private Network (VPN).
Typical protocols are IPIP and GRE. The multipoint-to-multipoint model constructs full-
mesh topology between multiple hosts as shown in Figure 4.2(b). Multipoint-to-multipoint
tunneling is used in cloud environments for example. All HVs connect to each other with
the tunneling, so that VMs operated by a customer can be accommodated in a same
virtual network even if VMs are placed among different HVs. A typical multipoint-to-
multipoint protocol is VXLAN. Finally, Figure 4.2(c) shows path-setup model tunneling,
which is used for NFV and service chaining. This model constructs virtual circuits on
overlays. Network Service Header (NSH) is a typical tunneling protocol of the path-setup
type.

We consider that the bottleneck of transmission (TX) path via tunneling protocols may
change, based on the topology models. Multipoint-to-multipoint and path-setup model
protocols requires some sort of table lookup to determine destinations on underlay physical
networks corresponding to inner header of transmitting packets. For example, VXLAN
has a forwarding table called VXLAN Forwarding Database (FDB). A VXLAN FDB entry
is composed of a pair of destination MAC address of inner Ethernet frame and outer IP
address of corresponding destination host. VXLAN finds the FDB to determine a physical
network destination when encapsulating Ethernet frames. In contrast, point-to-point
model tunneling has only one destination, so that it does not require such table lookup.
Hence, we selected five tunneling protocols from three topology models as measurement
targets: IPIP, GRE, GRETAP, VXLAN and NSH.

In order to clarify the bottleneck on the packet TX path via tunnels, we measured
the time required for each part of the network stack processing to occur through five
tunneling protocols on a current Linux kernel. Figure 4.3 shows the packet TX path of
a Linux kernel and the experiment overview. The TX path through a tunnel is classified
into three parts.
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Fig. 4.3. Overview of TX path measurement on Linux kernel 4.2.0.

• Inner-TX starts from ip local out sk() function. This processes transmitted
packets after IP routing for layer-3 (e.g., fragmentation), layer-2 (e.g., ARP) and
delivers them to a tunnel interface via dev queue xmit() function in the same
manner as physical interfaces. The dev queue xmit() function is an interface of
the physical layer in Linux kernel. Thus, output packets to physical or virtual
devices uses this function in both cases.

• Virtual Tunnel Interface processes packets according to a tunneling protocol of
this interface such as destination lookup on the tunnel and headroom allocation for
outer headers (Tunnel Processing) and encapsulates the packets in the tunnel
header and outer IP header (Encapsulation). After that, IP Routing runs for
the outer destination IP address. Finally, the encapsulated packets are delivered to
the network stack again via ip local out sk().

• Outer-TX processes the encapsulated packets for layer-3 and layer-2 and delivers
them to an outgoing interface in the same manner as Inner-TX.

To measure the time required for these parts, we modified a Linux kernel. We added
timestamp fields to the packet buffer (struct sk buff), and inserted read time stamp
counter (RDTSC) instructions to the start and end of each part. In this experiment,
a packet generated by the traffic generator went through each part and transit times
were stored in the timestamp fields of the packet buffer. The dummy interface shown
in Figure 4.3 saved the timestamp fields and dropped the packet immediately when it
received a packet. By using this method, we measured the time required for each part
on the TX path with five tunneling protocols. For this experiment, we used the modified
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Linux kernel 4.2.0*2 with an Intel Core i7-3770K 3.50-GHz CPU machine and test packets
were 64-byte UDP packets generated in kernel space. One core is used to generate test
packets and the measurement. No applications using networks ran at the machine.

Figure 4.4 shows the result of this experiment. The y-axis refers to the time required
as the number of CPU clock cycles. The value of each part is the median of the results
of 300 runs for each protocol. The x-axis refers to tunneling protocols; NoEncap means
the normal TX (no encapsulation), so that there is only Inner-TX on NoEncap. From the
result, it can be seen that additional processing time due to tunneling cannot be ignored.
In VXLAN and NSH, the CPU time required to transmit a packet is approximately
doubled compared with the normal TX.

In VXLAN and NSH, the required CPU time for IP routing for the outer IP header
(the red colored box in Figure 4.4) is larger than for the other cases. This is ascribable to
differences of the topology models. IPIP, GRE and GRETAP are point-to-point models, so
that the destination of the outer IP header is always the same. Therefore, the routing cache
is used instead of outer IP routing. By contrast, in multipoint-to-multipoint (VXLAN) or
path-setup (NSH) models, the destination IP address of the outer IP header is determined
for each transmitting packet by their lookup mechanisms. IP routing cannot be omitted.
Thus, the outer IP routing occupies over 16% of the TX path.

The reason why the Inner-TX of IPIP and GRE is shorter than other protocols is
that packet copy due to headroom allocation for outer headers occurs in the Tunnel
Processing instead of the Inner-TX. Layer-2 overlay protocols, GRETAP, VXLAN and

*2 https://github.com/upa/linux-madcap-msmt

https://github.com/upa/linux-madcap-msmt
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Fig. 4.5. Measuring TX throughput of Linux kernel 4.2.0 with a dummy interface.

NSH, allocate necessary headroom for the inner Ethernet header, tunnel header, outer
IP and Ethernet headers together in the Inner-TX. On the other hand, layer-3 overlay
protocols allocate headroom in the Tunnel Processing because the Inner-TX does not need
to allocate headroom for the inner Ethernet header. As a result, the Inner-TX of IPIP and
GRE is shorter than layer-2 overlay protocols, and Tunnel Processing of them is longer
than others due to the position of headroom allocation.

GRETAP, VXLAN and NSH are layer-2 overlay protocols; however, required times
for Tunnel Processing are different. This is caused by differences of topology models.
GRETAP is point-to-point tunneling protocol, so that it can also use cache for outer IP
routing. By contrast, VXLAN and NSH, multipoint-to-multipoint and path-setup model
protocols must run lookup on the tunnel to determine destinations of inner packets in
accordance with the table like VXLAN FDB.

In addition to the CPU time measurement, we measured TX throughput of the Linux
kernel. In this experiment, the traffic generator kept generating test traffic and the dummy
interface kept dropping the packets. Then, we counted the number of transmitted packets
in 60 seconds. Test traffic of this experiment was a single UDP flow, and one CPU
core was used to generate test traffic. Figure 4.5 shows the result of the experiment.
Using tunneling protocols causes over 40% throughput degradation on the Linux kernel.
Moreover, the result indicates that the current kernel network stack cannot make full use
of the link speed. With 1500-byte packets, TX throughput of IPIP was 26 Gbps and
VXLAN was 18.9 Gbps. These results are not sufficient for today’s and future Ethernet
device link speeds of 25 Gbps, 40 Gbps, 50 Gbps and 100 Gbps. As described, using
tunneling protocols on a host OS involves additional overhead and highly degrades TX
throughput.

4.3 Approach
In this study, we aim to shrink the gap of throughput with/without the tunneling protocols
shown in Section 4.2. Before describing the approach, protocol independence has to be
considered. New tunneling protocols are being proposed for various purposes on a daily
basis. Thus, a method specialized in a particular protocol will soon be out of date.
Moreover, such dedicated methods are difficult to deploy in the real world.
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Accordingly, we propose a protocol-independent forwarding information base (FIB) ar-
chitecture for network overlays. Usual FIB is layer-3 FIB. The FIB is a forwarding table of
IP routers to find proper destination MAC addresses and output interfaces for destination
IP addresses of forwarding IP packets. To route and forward IP packet following layering
model faithfully, IP lookup to determine a next-hop and an output interface and ARP
table lookup to determine a destination MAC address of the next-hop are needed. FIB
architecture transforms these two lookups into one lookup. The key of a FIB table entry
is IP prefix, and the value of the entry is an appropriate destination MAC address and an
output interface. By using the FIB table, packet forwarding is done by only one lookup
for destination IP address.

We adapt this FIB architecture for a further upper layer that is overlay table lookup
on the tunnel layer. As shown in Figure 4.6, there are three table lookups in the normal
TX path via tunnels: 1) IP lookup for the inner destination IP address, 2) overlay lookup
in virtual tunnel interfaces and 3) IP lookup for the outer destination IP address. The
proposed method imports outer layer-3 and layer-2 header parameters from lookup tables
into the overlay lookup. Entries of the proposed FIB, called overlay FIB, contains outer
IP and MAC addresses. Therefore, outer IP lookup can be eliminated from the TX path
because outer header parameters are found when the overlay FIB lookup runs.

The function of the overlay FIB is composed of two parts: 1) protocol-independent
lookup for outer header parameters corresponding to a destination host and 2) encapsu-
lating packets in outer headers. Figure 4.7 shows the TX paths with and without the
overlay FIB. Tunnel interfaces deliver packets encapsulated in a tunnel header (e.g., GRE
or VXLAN) to an outgoing interface directly, and then the function of the overlay FIB
in the interface performs and encapsulates the packets in outer IP and Ethernet headers.
Finally, the encapsulated packets are transmitted to a wire. The overlay FIB is placed in
a part of NIC device driver software or NIC hardware. When the FIB is implemented in
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device driver software, eliminating second protocol processing including outer IP lookup
saves the CPU time to transmit packets and improves throughput. When the FIB is
implemented in NIC hardware, offloading the protocol-independent overlay lookup and
outer header encapsulation to hardware improves throughput in addition to eliminating
second protocol processing.

4.3.1 Protocol Independent Overlay FIB Lookup

Even if protocols or their topology models are different, the task of tunneling to transmit
packets is the same: determining the destination and encapsulating the packets. Identi-
fiers for determining the destination host that is the destination address of the outer IP
header are different for each tunneling protocol. For instance, point-to-point protocols do
not have identifiers because the tunnel has only one destination. Typical multipoint-to-
multipoint protocols use the inner destination MAC address as an identifier to determine
a destination. NSH, a path-setup model, determines a destination in accordance with the
Service Path ID and Service Index embedded in the NSH header [44]. To handle these
different lookup mechanisms as a single logic process for protocol independence, we define
offset and length for the identifiers used in, for example, the BPF [53] approach.

Although identifiers for lookups are different for each tunneling protocol, they can be
considered as the same type of processing: checking a particular byte-string embedded in
a packet and determining a destination. Identifiers are always embedded in packets; there-
fore, identifiers can be specified by offset and length. The parameter offset indicates
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Table 4.1. Identifiers embedded in packets can be specified by the offset and the length.

Protocol Offset Length Identifier
IPIP, GRE none none none (point-to-point)
VXLAN 16-byte 48-bit Inner destination MAC address
NVGRE 8-byte 48-bit Inner destination MAC address
MPLS over GRE 4-byte 20-bit MPLS label
NSH over VXLAN-GPE 20-byte 32-bit Service Path ID and Service Index

the beginning of the identifier and the length indicates the bit length of the identifier in
the packets. Table 4.1 shows offset and length values for major tunneling protocols. In
the case of VXLAN, offset is 16 bytes for UDP and VXLAN headers and length is 48
bits for destination MAC address. In the case of NSH over VXLAN-GPE, offset is 20
bytes for UDP, VXLAN and NSH base headers and length is 32 bits for Service Path ID
and Service Index. In this manner, protocol-specific lookup mechanisms can be handled
as a single operation on the overlay FIB.

An overlay FIB entry consists of a byte-string as an identifier and a destination IP
address. In addition to the destination, necessary parameters for encapsulation are also
stored: source IP address, IP header parameters including ToS and TTL, destination MAC
address (gateway router’s MAC address) and source MAC address. When transmitting
a packet via a tunnel interface, the overlay FIB finds an entry corresponding to the
identifier embedded in the packet. Thus, the packet is encapsulated in outer IP and
Ethernet headers with parameters stored in the found entry from the FIB, and finally
transmitted to a physical wire.

UDP encapsulation for several tunneling protocols can also be offloaded to the overlay
FIB. Leveraging UDP encapsulation for tunneling [24, 26, 54, 55] is a typical technique to
go through middleboxes that interfere and drop traffic except correct bidirectional TCP
and UDP connections [56]. UDP encapsulation requires over 300 clock cycles as shown in
Figure 4.4. The overlay FIB can accommodate UDP encapsulation functions. The UDP
header is composed of source and destination port number, length and checksum. The
destination port number is set in accordance with the tunneling protocol. The source
port number should be calculated from a hash value of an inner packet for load balancing
on intermediate node such as Equal Cost Multipath. The length and checksum fields
must also be calculated for transmitting packets. If the overlay FIB has functionality for
calculating them and storing the destination port number in the entries, UDP encapsulated
can be offloaded. It is feasible because that these functions can be implemented as software
easily, and hardware that are capable of such offload exists as the UDP tunnel offload
[39, 38].

The protocol-independence of our method contributes to code reusability and a likeli-
hood that the FIB is implemented in NIC hardware. New networking protocols are being
proposed on a daily basis; therefore, hardware ossified to particular protocols will soon
necessitate updating or be obsolete. The software case is also the same. Networking
features are implemented in OS kernel space in general; however, developing kernel code
requires expertise and it leads to barrier [57, 58, 37]. The overlay FIB lookup method is
protocol-independent because the FIB does not consider protocol context of the identifiers
that means the identifiers are handled as just byte-strings. Therefore, it can be adapted
to past, current and feature tunneling protocols.
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4.3.2 Design and Implementation

Basic overlay FIB update operations are adding or deleting a FIB entry composed of an
identifier and a destination IP address. Some sort of control plane systems can trigger the
operations. For example, EVPN based on Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) can perform
a control plane for the VXLAN overlay [59]. A control plane system can learn a pair of
inner MAC address and destination node IP address via BGP and add the pair as an
overlay FIB entry. When an overlay FIB entry is added, IP routing table lookup and
ARP table lookup for the destination IP address run immediately. Then the entry forms
a pair of an identifier that is the inner MAC address and outer header parameters.

The overlay FIB is also updated by state changes of under layers shown in Figure 4.6.
This is similar to IP routing table change due to the link up or down. When a link status
becomes down, corresponding ARP entries and IP route entries are deleted. Then, the
overlay FIB must detect the changes and update corresponding FIB entries by looking up
IP routing table and ARP table in the same manner as the update operations. The FIB
must also detect IP routing table and ARP table changes to maintain entries.

4.3.2.1 Hardware implementation
We implemented a part of proposed functions in a prototype NIC using a NetFPGA-1G
card [60] with Linux. Our NIC implementation is still not matured yet; however, we
confirm that it is possible to develop our technique on commodity NIC hardware. This
implementation has the only function for the offloading outer IP encapsulation without
the table lookup. The prototype consists of the NetFPGA reference NIC design and our
encapsulation module. The module adds an outer IP header with specified source and
destination IP addresses, TTL, ToS and protocol number.

In order to support the prototype NIC, we modified IPIP and VXLAN drivers on Linux.
In Linux kernel, the tunneling protocol drivers call the ip tunnel xmit() function that
processes outer IP encapsulation, IP routing and transmitting. This function in the drivers
is replaced with the nf2c tx() function that enqueues a packet to the TX buffer of the
NetFPGA NIC. Our IPIP driver places IP packets to the NIC TX buffer directly, and our
VXLAN driver places an Ethernet frame encapsulated in UDP and VXLAN headers to
the buffer through the nf2c tx().

4.3.2.2 Software implementation
We implemented the whole of overlay FIB as software modification for ixgbe Intel 10-
Gbps NIC device driver on Linux kernel version 4.2.0. The modified ixgbe driver provides
a new packet entry point named madcap queue xmit() for tunnel interfaces instead of
dev queue xmit() as depicted in Figure 4.7. When the driver receives a packet encapsu-
lated in a tunnel header from the entry point, the overlay FIB lookup and encapsulation
perform for the packet. Then, the encapsulated packet is delivered to NIC hardware.
Moreover, the driver detects IP routing table change through switchdev API [61] and
ARP table change through the netevent notifier.

The driver also provides a configuration interface for the overlay FIB. The configuration
interface for the overlay FIB, called madcap API, provides add, delete and show oper-
ations. The API is driver independent. Device drivers supporting madcap has struct

madcap ops structure in their struct net device that represents the network interface
in Linux kernel. struct madcap ops has functions for offset and length configuration,
UDP configuration, entry insertion and deletion, dump configurations and dump entries.
Userland application such as control plane systems can call the functions via Netlink [62]
independently to protocols and devices. We implement a modification for iproute2 [63],
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a popular network configuration command package on Linux, to control the FIB via ip

commands like the following examples.

Command 1: configuring a madcap capable device
$ ip madcap set dev eth0 offset 16 length 48 src 172.16.0.1 proto udp

Command 2: show configuration of a device
$ ip madcap show config
dev eth0 offset 16 length 48 proto 17 src 172.16.0.1

Command 3: entry insertion and deletion
# add entry, key is MAC address 3c:15:c2:c4:f5:88 and dst is 10.0.0.1
$ ip madcap add id 3c15c2c4f588 dst 10.0.0.1 dev eth0

# del entry, key is MAC address fe:54:00:db:0e:40 and dst is 10.0.0.2
$ ip madcap del id fe5400db0e40 dst 10.0.0.2 dev eth0

We modified five tunneling protocol drivers, IPIP, GRE, GRETAP, VXLAN and NSH
drivers to support the overlay FIB. The modification is inserting the madcap queue xmit()

function to TX path for the case that underlay device is a madcap capable device. All
modifications for each protocol driver are less than a few dozen lines of code. Source codes
described in this chapter are available *3.

4.4 Evaluation
The proposed overlay FIB architecture provides a shortcut for second protocol processing
on the TX path via tunneling protocols. By using the proposed architecture, TX through-
put with tunneling protocols is improved. In this section, we investigate throughput im-
provement due to the proposed architecture from three aspects: 1) effect of offloading IP
encapsulation in NIC hardware, 2) the required CPU time to transmit a packet and 3)
actual throughput with software implementation.

4.4.1 Effect of offloading IP Encapsulation on Hardware

First, we measured transmission throughput using the prototype FPGA NIC implemen-
tation. The NIC has the function that encapsulating packet in specified outer IP and
Ethernet headers. This result suggests an effect of the offloading per-packet IP encapsula-
tion from software to hardware. This means eliminating the blue and red boxes (IP Encap
and Outer IP Routing) on Figure 4.4. We measured and compared 64-byte packet trans-
mission performances with IPIP and VXLAN protocols in packet per second as shown in
Table 4.2. The experiment platform was Linux kernel 3.16 and Intel Core i7-3770K CPU.

When IPIP encapsulation is offloaded, the throughput reaches the no encapsulation
throughput. Our IPIP driver carries packets to the NIC via the nf2c tx() immediately
after a few error checks. There is no overhead for the ip tunnel xmit() that performs
IP encapsulation and outer IP routing. In the case of VXLAN, the offloading also con-
tributes to the throughput improvement; however, the throughput is lower than the no
encapsulation because the destination lookup for VXLAN before the nf2c tx() is not
offloaded in the prototype implementation. As a result, the IP encapsulation is overhead,
and the offloading it on NIC is a credible way for the throughput requirement.

In addition, IPIP with the offload is faster than NoEncap. The reason for this incom-
prehensible is that IPIP is a layer-3 overlay protocol. As described in Section 4.2, layer-3
overlay protocols do not allocate headroom for outer headers including Ethernet header.

*3 https://github.com/upa/madcap

https://github.com/upa/madcap
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Table 4.2. Measuring transmitting throughput with IP encapsulation offload (kpps).

packet size (byte) NoEncap
IPIP (offload) VXLAN (offload)
off on off on

64 112.00 106.88 114.51 97.52 106.53
1024 29.64 27.68 30.00 27.55 27.33
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Fig. 4.8. Outer UDP, IP encapsulation and IP routing are omitted from the TX path
compared with the normal TX path shown in Figure 4.4.

Thus, there is no packet copy in the case of IPIP with the offload in contrast to VXLAN
that is a layer-2 overlay protocol.

4.4.2 Measuring CPU time on the TX path

Next, we measured the CPU time required for each part on the TX path with the overlay
FIB in the same manner as for the experiment discussed in Section 4.2. In this experiment,
we used the dummy driver. Packets with a tunnel header delivered from a modified
tunnel interface were dropped immediately in the dummy interface. That is, results
of this experiment show the pure kernel throughput if the overlay FIB was completely
implemented in NIC hardware. We experimented with the modified Linux kernel version
4.2.0 and an Intel Core i7-3770K 3.50-GHz CPU machine.

Figure 4.8 shows the CPU time required to send a packet in kernel if the FIB was
implemented in NIC hardware. In Figure 4.8, Outer-TX means the time required from
the end of tunnel interface to the start of dummy interface processing. IP routing, IP and
UDP encapsulation are completely removed from TX paths compared with Figure 4.4. As
a result, the CPU time required to send a packet in the kernel is reduced in all tunneling
protocols. In addition, IPIP with the FIB is shorter than NoEncap. That is also because
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(b) TX throughput with modified ixgbe driver.

Fig. 4.9. The measurement results of the experiment on TX throughput.

of the packet copy for headroom allocation. In the normal TX path of IPIP, headroom
for outer IP and Ethernet headers is allocated in the Tunnel Processing as described in
Section 4.2. By contrast, allocating headroom is not needed if outer encapsulation is
offloaded to NIC hardware by the proposed method. As a result, CPU time for IPIP
becomes shorter than for no encapsulation, which requires headroom allocation for the
Ethernet header in the Inner-TX. On the other hand, time for the Tunnel Processing of
GRE, which uses layer-3 tunneling, does not decrease, because headroom allocation is still
needed for the GRE header.

In VXLAN, the Tunnel Processing is almost removed. When using the FIB, protocol
processing of VXLAN only involves adding a VXLAN header to a packet. Lookup VXLAN
FDB, determining destination IP address, encapsulating VXLAN and UDP headers are
removed from the Tunnel Processing. As a result, the CPU time required to transmit a
packet via the VXLAN tunnel with the FIB has decreased by 47% compared with the
normal VXLAN.

4.4.3 Measuring Throughput

Finally, we evaluated throughput using the dummy interface and the modified ixgbe driver,
which is the Intel 10-Gbps NIC driver. With the dummy interface, transmitted packets
were dropped immediately the packets were delivered to the dummy interface; this is the
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same as for the experiment shown in Figure 4.5. Altogether, the throughput of the dummy
interface means the throughput of the Linux kernel itself. In addition, we implemented
the overlay FIB as software into an ixgbe driver. With the modified ixgbe driver, packets
delivered to an ixgbe interface were encapsulated in outer IP and Ethernet headers in
accordance with the overlay FIB in the device driver. Then, the packets were transmitted
to a wire via X520 NIC. We measured throughput of the modified ixgbe at a receiver
machine connected to the NIC. For this experiment, we used the same machine as that
used in the experiment described in Section 4.4.2.

Figure 4.9 shows transmission throughput using the dummy interface and the modified
ixgbe driver. The y-axis indicates transmission throughput in packet per second. The
x-axis indicates tunneling protocols and packet size used in this experiment. With the
dummy interface, we measured throughput with 64-byte (green boxes) and 1500-byte (blue
boxes) packets. With the modified ixgbe driver, we measured with 64-byte (green boxes)
and 1024-byte (blue boxes) packets because transmission throughput with 1500-bytes was
over 10Gbps that is the link speed of X520 NIC.

In all cases, the proposed method improves TX throughput. Throughputs of the dummy
interface with IPIP and VXLAN with 64-byte packets are also approximately doubled as,
expected from the result of the experiment about CPU time in Section 4.4.2 On the other
hand, the overlay FIB software implementation also improves actual throughput to the
wire when using the ixgbe driver in all tunneling protocols. When it was implemented in
the NIC hardware, the throughput of the ixgbe was improved at the same rate as for the
dummy interface.

4.5 Discussion
■Other identifiers: The proposed method assumes that the identifier is embedded in
the packet and is just a byte-string. This assumption is correct for MAC addresses or
labels; however, it does not work for identifiers that have some sort of semantics. Locator
Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) [43] utilizes the inner destination IP address as the
identifier to determine a destination on a LISP overlay network. Thus, the overlay FIB
has to be capable of the longest prefix match in order to support LISP.

■Other bottlenecks on the TX path: Many bottlenecks on the TX path are well known.
For instance, socket API, system call overhead and per-packet processing have been men-
tioned for high-speed packet I/O approaches [64, 65, 66, 67]. Meanwhile, network protocol
processing never disappears from host OS. This means, no matter how fast the network
stack is, protocol processing becomes the bottleneck on the TX path. In the Arrakis
operating system [68], which has a very optimized network stack, network protocol pro-
cessing occupies 44.7% of its TX path. When protocol processing becomes a bottleneck
as it does in Arrakis, the current design of overlays where packets go through the network
stack twice involves serious overheads. Therefore, the proposed method, which omits the
second protocol processing, can achieve throughput improvement even if other bottlenecks
are also relieved.

■Lack of packet handling features: Our proposed method eliminates second protocol pro-
cessing. Hence, existing packet handling features in OS network stack cannot be applied
to encapsulated packets. For instance, Linux has many features for packet handling such
as firewall and NAT; however, they do not act on encapsulated packets. This is a short-
coming of the proposed method. By contrast, these features are typically needed by
virtual machines or middleboxes accommodated in overlay networks. Our method does
not change first protocol processing; thus, these packet handling features act on inner
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packets. To handle packets after the overlay FIB encapsulating them in device drivers or
NIC hardware, NICs have to support such features in hardware [69, 70].

■Hardware Offloading Techniques: TCP segmentation offload (TSO) and generic segmen-
tation offload (GSO) are well-known techniques to improve throughput on host operating
systems. They improve TX throughput by reducing the number of packets that are han-
dled in the kernel network stack by dividing large packets into MTU sized packets. By
contrast, the proposed method improves throughput by reducing processing for each trans-
mitting packet. There is no collision between them, so that they can coexist. Some NICs
[39, 38] has TSO feature for VXLAN encapsulated packets, called UDP tunnel segmenta-
tion. Inserting the overlay FIB function as both software and hardware before TSO, large
encapsulated packets can be divided into small packets the same as the normal use of the
offloading. SoftNIC [71], a flexible software NIC design, also achieves high performance
via VXLAN tunneling using TSO. In this case, by implementing and inserting the FIB as
a module before the TSO module (between vport inc and parser in the SoftNIC pipeline
example), the proposed method can be adapted to SoftNIC.

■RX path: This study is less concerned with RX paths. In TX path, outer IP and MAC
addresses can be determined proactively by IP routing table and ARP table lookups if a
destination IP address corresponding to an identifier is given by control plane systems.
However, in RX paths, receivers never know what kind of packets will come. Receivers
must parse received packets from the beginning. Therefore, the proposed method cannot
be adapted to RX paths.

4.6 Summary
Tunneling for virtual networking will degrade TX throughput at the end host due to
additional protocol processing. We have investigated the bottleneck of using tunneling
protocols in the Linux kernel network stack. Based on the investigation, we have proposed
a new FIB architecture for virtual networking. The overlay FIB provides a shortcut for
second protocol processing of tunneling protocols. Moreover, this architecture is protocol
independent, so that it can be adapted to existing and future tunneling protocols. This
independence provides code reusability and potential for offloading the FIB on hardware.
We demonstrated that offloading outer IP routing and encapsulation was effective for
throughput improvement by using the prototype FPGA implementation, our proposed
method could improve transmission throughput with five protocols from two viewpoints:
CPU time required to transmit a packet and actual throughput. The proposed method
decreased the CPU time required to transmit a packet by over 12% in general, and par-
ticularly decreased the CPU time by 47% in VXLAN tunneling. Furthermore, the kernel
throughput was approximately doubled in IPIP and VXLAN.

The main contribution of this research is that the FIB approach across layer boundaries
improves performance on stacked layers. Our FIB architecture that merges lower layer
lookup tables into the tunnel layer lookup is not limited to existing tunneling protocols.
In addition, lower network and data link layer protocols are also not limited to IP and
ARP mentioned in this dissertation. When a new network protocol emerges, its routing
table will be able to be merged into the FIB. Moreover, this approach can be enhanced
to layers above the virtual network. For example, a socket of the transport layer specifies
destinations with 5-tuple (protocol number, source, destination IP addresses and port
numbers). Thus, if sockets have such FIB, lower layer lookups including network, data
link, and tunnel layers will be omitted. Overall, our overlay FIB approach can improve
performance on layering models.
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From the viewpoint of the virtual network architecture, this chapter presented a method
to exploit the potential for optimization. This method is based on the view that physical
networks for the locator aspect are separated from data communication context, so that
the physical network protocol stack can shrink for optimization. In the overlay FIB
architecture, the identifier aspect is preserved in the virtual network protocol stack. Inner
IP addresses processed through the Inner IP routing and the Inner-TX perform host
identifiers for end-to-end data communications. Meanwhile, the overlay FIB performs the
locator aspect as simple packet transport. The FIB determines locators in accordance
with identifiers of inner packets such as MAC addresses, and transmits the encapsulated
packets to physical networks. The overlay FIB achieves this optimization by enhancing
functions of tunneling: protocol-independent lookup method on the tunnel shim layer as
determining destination, and adding lower layer headers simultaneously as encapsulation.
The significance of this research is that we have solved performance degradation at end
hosts due to tunneling based on the separation of identifier and locator aspects.
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Chapter 5

Improving Packet Transport at

Networks

This chapter proposes a second implementation method that exploits the potential for
optimization to improve performance at networks. We demonstrate a method that re-
alizes explicit path control based on our architecture by an optimized physical network
protocol stack via the novel usage of tunneling. This method changes a behavior of phys-
ical network protocols: end hosts add multiple locators to a packet to identify a path
in a physical network. Packets are delivered across multiple paths using multiple links
efficiently. Network devices do decapsulation in addition to usual IP routing and forward-
ing. Accordingly, this method achieves performance improvement at networks without
modification to commodity network devices.

5.1 Introduction
Improving the availability and throughput of networks is quite an important topic for
data center environments in particular. For a data center network, availability means
being able to adapt flexibly to topology changes due to failures. During the operation of
a service network, the topology may change from time to time for a variety of reasons,
including maintenance, enhancements and breakdowns. The data center network should
maintain its services while adapting flexibly to these topology changes. In addition to
maintaining its availability, improvements to the throughput of a given network must be
achieved. With the emergence of cloud computing with virtual networking and distributed
applications, traffic in data centers has been growing rapidly. Nevertheless, administrators
cannot simply deploy additional hardware to increase capacity on every occasion because
of cost. Therefore, improving the aggregated bandwidth of a given network is an important
challenge for data centers.

To address these challenges, many approaches have been proposed by both operator and
research communities. A hop-by-hop routing architecture with dynamic routing protocols
is a good way to deal with the availability issue. When the topology is changed, layer-3
routers detect the change and recalculate the routing tables, following which the network
recovers autonomously. The hop-by-hop routing architecture is not necessary to consider
the totality of the network. Effectively, this approach localizes the impacts of topology
changes. The use of the traditional IP network is a proven technique from the viewpoint
of availability. Layer-3 routing protocols such as OSPF [72] and BGP construct hop-by-
hop routing tables autonomously at all routers. Constructing data centers using layer-3
networks to support availability has been proposed and developed [34, 35]. In addition,
some methods introducing this architecture to layer-2 networks have been proposed [29, 30]
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for the availability issue.
To improve the throughput of a given network, there are many approaches applicable to

data center networks. One popular technique is the use of multipathing [73]. Traditional
IP routing and forwarding follow sink tree and the shortest path forwarding principle as
mentioned earlier. Multipathing is that packets from a source to a destination are taken
through multiple paths. Consequently, aggregate throughput of a network is improved
by using extra links excluded from shortest paths. Prior work on topologies that have
alternative paths between arbitrary hosts includes fat-tree [32], random graph [33] and
more topologies [74, 75, 76, 77]. Furthermore, various approaches improving throughput
by multipathing via these topologies have been proposed [73]. A classic and practical way
to achieve multipathing is Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP). ECMP-enabled routers divide
traffic into multiple next-hops by considering hash value of flows. Alternative schemes
achieve efficient multipathing by introducing special addressing schemes and modified
hardware to both layer-2 and layer-3 networks [32, 31].

Although existing approaches achieve good availability and/or throughput via multi-
path topologies, many of these approaches have not yet to be deployed. Economic cost
is a significant problem for data centers [78], therefore, administrators strongly want to
use commodity products on most occasions. However, existing proposals for availability
[29, 30] and throughput improvement by multipathing [32, 31] require some new hardware
that is not commercially available. This is a barrier to deployment and increases the cost
of building a network. To achieve good throughput while using commodity hardware,
ECMP is the usual approach [34, 35, 36]. However, it is known that ECMP cannot use
multiple paths efficiently [32]. Accordingly, there is no current method that can achieve
optimal both availability and optimal throughput while using commodity routers.

In this study, we focus on multipathing for a layer-3 data center network with unmodified
commodity, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) devices. Layer-3 multipathing offers both
availability and throughput improvement, and using COTS devices eliminates barriers
to deployment. To achieve this aim, we propose an explicit path control method by
using tunneling protocols. Current COTS devices like Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches are
capable of layer-3 routing and some tunneling protocol decapsulation on their hardware.
In the proposed method, end hosts encapsulate packets in one or more tunnel headers,
and the packets are taken through explicit paths represented by specified relay routers in
the data center network. End hosts manage path status and traffic balancing so that any
modifications for network devices are not needed. Therefore, we can shift the functionality
of traffic balancing from the network switches to the end hosts in the data center. We
designed and implemented the required modification of end-host software. In other words,
instead of using a source route option, we use an IP encapsulation technique as an identifier
to specify paths of multipath.

In order to demonstrate multipathing by our method, we applied the method to two
topologies: a fat-tree topology and a random graph. In the fat-tree topology, we adapt
a flow assignment algorithm proposed by Al-Fairs [32] for traffic load balancing for our
method. In random graph topology, we integrated our method with k-shortest path al-
gorithm and MultiPath TCP [79] proposed by the previous work [33]. In addition, we
design and implemented a control plane system using Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
that is a popular layer-3 routing protocol for high availability. We evaluated the proposed
method for both fat-tree and random graph topologies. The results show that our ap-
proach achieves a forwarding rate of 100% for a particular traffic pattern and over 85%
for all traffic patterns in the fat-tree topology. The other results show that the proposed
approach achieves higher throughput than ECMP on the random graph topologies in our
simulation. These are comparable to the performance of existing proposals that require
dedicated hardware.
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5.1.1 Terminology

We adopt the following terminology for intermediate nodes in this chapter. An interme-
diate node from a part of a data center network is a switch even if that performs the same
role of layer-3 routers. In contrast to conventional layer-2 switches, current ToR switches,
called layer-3 switches, are comparable to routers from the viewpoint of layer-3 routing
and forwarding functionalities.

5.2 Related Work
Various approaches addressing issues for data center networks have been considered, pro-
posed, and developed. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of characteristics of prior work
based on SPAIN [4] work. We have added a Topology Change column to the table, which
indicates availability under topology changes. Based on Table 5.1, we discuss and sum-
marize previous work from the viewpoint of availability, throughput improvement and
deployability due to using COTS switches.

The most important feature of topologies for data center networks is that there are
multiple paths between arbitrary two hosts. Balancing traffic among the multiple paths
achieves throughput improvement. One of the most popular way for this multipathing
is ECMP. ECMP enabled devices balance forwarding traffic among multiple equal cost
next-hops via multiple links. The key to determine a next-hop for a packet is hash
value calculated from a combination of source, destination, MAC, IP addresses and port
numbers of the packet. Typical COTS switch products support ECMP and are deployed
[34, 35, 36]; however, ECMP has two problems. First is that ECMP does not account
for flow bandwidth, which can lead to oversubscription on particular links [32]. Second is
that ECMP can only use equal cost shortest paths, hence, it cannot use sufficient usable
paths and links in particular topologies such as random graph [33].

As mentioned above, a layer-3 network localizes the impact of topology changes by
using hop-by-hop routing with dynamic routing protocols. Facebook [35] and VL2 [36]
achieve their availability by constructing a backbone network based on a layer-3 network.
In addition, both approaches use COTS switches, which support deployability. However,
they use inefficient ECMP to improve throughput on a multipath topology.

In contrast to ECMP, SPAIN [4] uses VLAN for multipathing on an arbitrary topology
with COTS switches. SPAIN proposes a greedy algorithm to identify each path in a
VLAN. The path state remains on the network, and end hosts split traffic into multiple
paths for identified VLANs. SPAIN achieves both good deployability and throughput
improvement. However, recomputing and reconfiguration are required when the topology
is changed such as switches being added or dropped. In addition, XPath [80], a technique
for multipathing in commodity-based layer-3 networks, also leaves the path state on the
network using longest prefix match table instead of VLAN of SPAIN. Accordingly, they
lack the characteristic of availability.

TRILL [29] and SEATTLE [30] offer availability by introducing a hop-by-hop routing
architecture to a layer-2 network. However, they require dedicated hardware for the net-
work switches, resulting in a deployability barrier. On the other hand, PortLand [31]
achieves throughput improvement with multipathing by introducing a dedicated address
assignment scheme and topology restrictions. The dedicated addressing scheme for mul-
tipathing on an IP network was first proposed by Al-Fares et al. [32]. PortLand updates
this scheme for the MAC address of Ethernet. However, it also requires the installation
of dedicated hardware switches.
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Table 5.1. Comparison of related work based on SPAIN [4].

Topology
Usable COTS Topology
paths switches change

Facebook [35] Multiple Tree ECMP YES YES
TRILL [29] Arbitrary ECMP NO YES
SEATTLE [30] Arbitrary Single Path NO YES
PortLand [31] Fat-tree ECMP NO NO
SPAIN [4] Arbitrary Multiple Paths YES NO
VL2 [36] Fat-tree ECMP YES YES
Jellyfish [33] Random Graph Multiple Paths NO -
Our method Arbitrary Multiple Paths YES YES

Finally, Jellyfish [33] proposed by Singla et al. uses random graph as a data center
network topology. Random graph is better than fat-tree in specific cases such as building
cost and throughput in failures. The number of equal cost shortest paths between two
end hosts in random graph is less than other topologies. Thus, Jellyfish utilizes k-shortest
paths and MultiPath TCP [79] at end hosts to split traffic on k-shortest paths. However,
k-shortest path routing is not common in hardware. As a result, Jellyfish is not feasible
for commodity-based network due to need for some new hardware features for k-shortest
path routing.

Then, we propose a method for achieving multipathing in a layer-3 network that is
different from ECMP with unmodified COTS switches. It provides availability as a benefit
of using the layer-3 network, throughput improvement by using a multipathing method
and deployability by using COTS switches.

5.3 Approach
We propose the method on the assumption that the commodity data center network is
based on IP routing and forwarding technologies that are already available via COTS
switches. Enabling a layer-3 network design provides both availability and deployability.
In the proposed method, the end hosts select a path among multiple paths for each
flow of traffic. Hardware COTS switches do not have a functionality of efficient traffic
balancing, and ECMP does not consider the bandwidth of an individual flow which can
lead to oversubscription. We therefore shift the functionality of traffic balancing from the
network switches to the end hosts, similarly to SPAIN. However, in contrast to SPAIN,
the end hosts use the IP encapsulation technique supported by COTS switches to specify
path in the layer-3 network.

Figure 5.1 shows the overview of the proposed method. Each path from a host to others
is specified by a corresponding relay switch. In Figure 5.1, when the shortest path from
switch A to D passes through B, the end hosts can identify an extra path by specifying
switch C as the relay switch, and split their traffic by specifying either switch B or C for
packets. Therefore, if an identifier is added to a packet that specifies the address of the
relay switch, an end host can select a path explicitly. This idea is essentially the same as
the source routing.

To route a packet through a specified relay switch, the source route option can be used.
Source route options, IPv4 loose source and record route option (IP option type 131) and
IPv6 routing header (IPv6 Next header type 43), are standardized as a part of the IP stack
specification, and almost all COTS switches therefore support them routinely. When a
host sends a packet to another host, the sender can add a source route option with the
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Fig. 5.1. How to specify the extra path using encapsulation techniques.

address of the corresponding relay switch to specify a through path explicitly. However,
the source route option causes degradation of the forwarding performance because it is
usually processed by the CPU. The source route option is not suitable in practice.

Instead of using a source route option, we use an IP encapsulation technique as an
identifier to specify the relay switches. In the proposed method, the end hosts add a
tunnel header and encapsulate it in an outer IP header when sending a packet to other
hosts. The destination address of the inner header is the destination host, and the source
address of the inner header is its own address. Further, the destination address of the
outer header is the relay switch, and the source address of the outer header is a proper
address that does not exist in the network. As shown in Fig 5.1, host S sends a packet to
host D encapsulated in an outer IP header with switch C as the destination. When the
packet is received by switch C, the outer IP header and tunnel header are removed, with
the original packet then being forwarded to the original destination, host D. In this way,
end hosts can specify a path from a set of multiple paths by using tunneling protocols.
Note that the encapsulation technique will incur throughput degradation because of the
reduction of packet size. However, this may not be significant because the jumbo frame
is often adopted in data center environments.

When using tunneling protocols for this approach, a tunnel scalability problem may
occur. To utilize all links in a data center network efficiently, each end host should be
able to specify any relay switch. The number of tunnels will then be given by the number
of hosts × relayswitches, whereas COTS switch hardware supports at most hundreds
of tunnels. Therefore, this will not be suitable for large-scale data center network that
accommodates thousands of servers. The proposed method avoids this scalability issue by
using a non-existent address for the source address in the outer IP header. The X.X.X.X
shown in Figure 5.1 indicates this address. In this method, the packet direction through
a tunnel is always unidirectional. In contrast to conventional tunnel usage, packets are
always encapsulated and sent from end hosts to relay switches (no encapsulated packet
is sent from relay switches to end hosts). Therefore, we can use a single IP address that
does not exist in the network as the source address for all tunnels. As a result, each relay
switch will have only one tunnel between X.X.X.X and the relay switch itself, thereby
avoiding the tunnel scalability issue.

Our method, achieving explicit path control by tunneling, can route arbitrary packets
through arbitrary paths. It does not restrict wired topologies. Figure 5.2 shows how
to specify arbitrary path by using our method. The packet is routed and forwarded in
the wired IP network in accordance with the destination of the outer header. When the
packet arrives the destination switch, the outer header is removed by the decapsulation
process. Finally, the original IP packet arrives the original destination host similar to
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onion routing [81]. Stacking multiple tunnel headers that each header has a relay switch
address as a destination enable us to route packets through arbitrary path. This stacking,
however, causes further MTU degradation.

5.3.1 Usable Tunneling Protocols

Various tunneling protocols have been proposed, standardized, and developed. The pro-
posed method adopts a tunneling protocol to specify each path similarly to source routing.
To achieve tunnel scalability, the source address of outer IP headers from all end hosts are
faked as an IP address, as described above. Therefore, those types of stateful protocols
that require maintenance of the session between tunnel end points cannot be used. For ex-
ample, some tunneling protocols using authentication methods such as IPsec technologies
and Layer 2 Tunneling Protocols cannot be used for our approach.

In contrast to stateful protocols, stateless protocols can be adopted for our proposed
method. Table 5.2 shows usable tunneling protocols. Encapsulation techniques are in-
strumental for various purposes such as Virtual Private Network (VPN), network virtu-
alization, and software-defined networking. Tunneling protocols have been proposed and
developed over time for many uses. Therefore, even if dedicated schemes and hardware for
multipathing are not developed, the proposed method can be used throughout actual data
center environments. Administrators of data centers should choose among these protocols
in accordance with their equipment.

Commodity hardware products have already supported tunneling at a wire speed. For
example, VL2 [36] that uses IP-in-IP tunneling constructed a layer-3 network test envi-
ronment using commodity switch chips Broadcom 56820 and 56514. These chips, which
are sometime called merchant silicon, support layer-2 and layer-3 packet forwarding, en-
capsulation and decapsulation at a wire speed. In addition, Microsoft has deployed VL2
into their storage networks [82]. Thus, our method using IP tunneling for multipathing is
a credible way for practical commodity-based data center networks.

5.3.2 End Host Modification

The proposed method shifts the functionality of traffic load balancing from the network
switches to the end hosts. In this section, we describe the design of the modification
for end hosts called iplb. iplb works as a physical network protocol stack after original
network protocol stack processing for end-to-end data communication. When a host sends
a packet, iplb finds a set of relay switches corresponding to the destination prefix of the
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Table 5.2. Usable tunneling protocols for the proposed method.

Protocol name Specification Published year
IP in IP Tunneling RFC1853 1995
GRE RFC2784 2000
EtherIP RFC3378 2002
LISP RFC6830 2011
VXLAN RFC7348 2014
NVGRE [23] Internet Draft 2012 ∼
GUE [54] Internet Draft 2013 ∼
Geneve [26] Internet Draft 2014 ∼

packet. Then, if the prefix is found, the host selects a path identified by relay switches
using some algorithms, which are proper for wired topologies. Finally, the packet is
encapsulated in one or more tunnel headers and is transmitted to the wired network.
Path selection for fat-tree topologies and random graphs are described in Section 5.4.1
and Section 5.5.1.

iplb is designed as a kernel module. iplb is placed in a packet transmission path in
kernel space and it does not need any changes to other communication APIs, socket and
packet transmission APIs for instance. iplb maintains a longest prefix match-based table.
An entry of the table contains a set of relay switch lists for the corresponding destination
network prefix. A list of relay switches identifies a corresponding path from a host to a
destination network. A set of the lists identifies paths from a host to a destination network.
When applications send packets, iplb checks the destination address of the packet. If the
destination address is found in the table, packet is encapsulated in one or more tunnel
headers to relay switches selected from the set of relay switch lists for that prefix. In
this way, end hosts can split the traffic to destinations via the set of corresponding relay
switches.

A naive way for designing and implementing iplb is using existing kernel tunneling
APIs and following the network layering model faithfully. This way, however, requires
additional protocol processing due to multiple tunnel header stacking as we described in
Chapter 4. Thus, we adapt the FIB approach to the design of iplb. In the iplb model,
only two lookups are needed to check destination addresses of original packets and select
a path for a packet. It is not necessary to route all destination addresses for multiple
tunnel headers. Thus, iplb perform only the two lookups and adding tunnel headers
without routing lookups for the headers. This design from the overlay FIB contributes to
performance improvement due to eliminating additional protocol processing.

We implemented iplb as a kernel module for Linux*1. It provides the functionalities
described above and an API to modify and control the table in Linux kernel space. This
implementation takes out packets from the transmission path using the netfilter hook
(nf register hooks()), adds tunnel headers to the packets and puts them back. The
iplb API is designed and implemented as a protocol family in Netlink [62]. It provides
operations for prefix insertion and deletion, modifying sets of relay switch lists and dump
table entries. Userland application such as control plane systems can configure the iplb
table through the API like the following ip command examples.

Command 1: entry insertion
$ ip lb add prefix 172.16.0.0/24 relay 10.0.0.1,10.0.0.4 type gre
$ ip lb add prefix 172.16.0.0/24 relay 10.0.0.1,10.0.0.8 type gre

*1 https://github.com/upa/iplb

https://github.com/upa/iplb
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Fig. 5.3. Overview of the modification for software network stack of end hosts.

$ ip lb add prefix 172.16.1.0/24 relay 10.0.1.1,10.0.1.2 type ipip

Command 2: show table entries
$ ip lb show
prefix 172.16.0.0/24 relay 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.4 type gre index 1
prefix 172.16.0.0/24 relay 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.8 type gre index 2
prefix 172.16.1.0/24 relay 10.0.1.1 10.0.1.2 type ipip index 1

With this configuration, a packet to 172.16.0.0/24 is encapsulated in tunnel headers with
destinations 10.0.0.1 and 10.0.0.4 or 10.0.0.1 and 10.0.0.8. Path selection on the fat-tree
topologies and random graphs: hash-based, flow-based and round-robin, are described in
following sections.

5.4 Adaption to Fat-tree Topology
Next, we adapt iplb for throughput improvement by multipathing in two topologies. In
this section, we describe how to adapt iplb to fat-tree topology based layer-3 network and
evaluation result on a preliminary experiment with physical equipment and simulation
results using an implementation.

We adapt our method for 3-level k-ary fat-tree topology based on [32]. k represents the
number of ports of a switch. A 3-level k-ary fat-tree topology has (k/2)2 root switches,
k pods, k/2 aggregation and edge switches in each pod and k/2 end hosts in each edge
switch. Thus, it can accommodate k3/4 end hosts. One of most important characteristics
of the fat-tree topology is that it has full bisection bandwidth. All switch layers: root, ag-
gregation and edge switches, have same bandwidth for uplinks and downlinks. Therefore,
oversubscription does not occur in fat-tree topology from the viewpoint of interconnect
bandwidth. In order to achieve full bisection bandwidth in IP network practically, com-
munication traffic between end hosts must be balanced among multiple paths equally.

To balance traffic end hosts transmit among multiple paths, we adapt iplb. In fat-tree
topology, one relay switch can specify all shortest path paths. In the case of inner-
pod communication, each path between edge switches can be identified by specifying an
aggregation switch as a relay switch. In the case of inter-pod communication, each path
through aggregation switches can be identified by specifying a root switch. Thus, iplb table
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Fig. 5.4. 3-level k-ary fat-tree topology with k = 4.

entries for same pod networks have addresses of aggregation switches as relay switches,
and entries for other pod networks have addresses of root switches as relay switches.

5.4.1 Flow Assignment Algorithm

In addition to our method of specifying paths, an algorithm for balancing the traffic load
across multiple paths is needed. End hosts should split traffic strategically into multiple
paths, aiming to maximize the aggregated bandwidth of the whole network. This section
describes two algorithms for fat-tree topologies.

Traffic sent from a host consists of flows that are identified by a 5-tuple (source and
destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers, and protocol number).
Packets belonging to the same flow should be taken through the same path to avoid packet
reordering that would cause performance degradation for both TCP and the applications.
Moreover, each flow has different bandwidth. Therefore, the algorithm working in the
end hosts should select paths for each flow taking account of the bandwidth of individual
flows. In this study, we use two algorithms, called the hash-based and the flow-based
algorithms to maximize the aggregated bandwidth.

The hash-based algorithm is the same as ECMP. A relay switch for a flow is decided
by a calculated hash value from the 5-tuple for the flow. This algorithm does not consider
the bandwidth of individual flows, so the traffic will tend to be via a particular path. As
a result, it will not be able to maximize the aggregated traffic due to oversubscription as
with ECMP.

The flow-based algorithm is based on an algorithm proposed by Al-Fares et al. [32].
This algorithm considers the bandwidth of individual flows, and attempts to balance
traffic equally among multiple paths. Balancing flows among paths equally is a well-
known problem and is a variant of the NP-hard bin packing problem [32]. Therefore,
Al-Fares et al. propose a heuristic algorithm for assigning flows among multiple paths
via the modified switch. We adapt this algorithm for use with end hosts. The adapted
algorithm is outlined as Algorithm 1.

EncapsulatePacket() is called to decide on a relay switch when packets are sent from
applications. Packets belonging to known flows are encapsulated with an outer IP header
for the relay switch to which flows are assigned. If a packet is not part of an existing
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Algorithm 1 The flow assignment algorithm.

function EncapsulatePacket(packet)
Hash 5-tuple of packet, and find this flow f .
if such a flow f exists then

update packet counters of flow f ;
else

Record the new flow f ;
Assign flow f to a relay by the hash value;

end if
Encapsulate packet to relay switch flow f assigned;

end function

function RearrangeFlowForPrefix(prefix)
for relay in relays of prefix do

Find the Rmax and Rmin with the largest and the smallest traffic respectively;
Calculate D, the difference between Rmax and Rmin;

end for
for flow in flows of prefix do

Find the largest flow f whose size is smaller than D;
end for
if such a flow exists then

Switch the relay point of flow f to Rmin;
end if

end function

flow, it is recorded as a new flow and a relay switch is assigned using the hash value of
the 5-tuple. RearrageFlowForPrefix() is called periodically for each destination prefix. It
reassigns the largest flow that is smaller than the margin between the largest and the
smallest flows for that destination.

5.4.2 Evaluation

Availability and deployability are achieved by using a commodity-based layer-3 network as
described in Section 5.2 and 5.3. In this section, we investigate throughput improvement
using our proposed method on the fat-tree topology. To demonstrate that the method
can use multiple paths efficiently, we evaluated the method in two cases: 1) as a proof-
of-concept for the method, we adopted it for a simple multipath topology, and 2) we
evaluated it for a fat-tree topology as a typical example of a data center network.

5.4.2.1 Preliminary Experiment
In the preliminary experiment, we applied the method to a simple multipath topology that
had two paths between four hosts. The test topology is shown in Figure 5.5. We prepared
the experimental set up using commodity equipment. The switches were Juniper Networks
EX4200-48P, the two sender and two receiver hosts were 1U servers with an Intel Xeon
L3426 (1.87 GHz) CPU and 4 GB memory. All network interfaces were 1000BASE-T.
In the experiment, Sender1 sent test traffic to Receiver1, and Sender2 sent test traffic to
receiver 2, balancing the traffic via switch B and switch C using the proposed method. We
evaluated the performance in terms of the sum of the received traffic for the two receivers.
When not multipathing, the link between switch A and switch B will overload and the
overall received traffic will be 1000 Mbps.
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Receiver 1	 Receiver 2	

Fig. 5.5. The experimental topology for the preliminary evaluation.

The test traffic from a sender comprised multiple flows. To generate test traffic with
multiple flows, we implemented a traffic generator called flowgen*2 that generates multiple
UDP flows to a host. In addition, flowgen can support the following three distribution
patterns of bandwidth for individual flows to emulate real traffic.

• Same: the ratio of bandwidth for each flow is uniform.
• Random: the ratio of bandwidth for each flow is random.
• Power-law: the ratio of bandwidth for each flow follows a power law.

In this experiment, all distribution patterns were evaluated with 20 flows. The packet size
for the test traffic was 1476 bytes.

Figure 5.6 shows the results of the experiment. The y-axis represents a complementary
cumulative distribution functions for aggregated received traffic on receiver1 and receiver2
for Same, Random, and Power-law flow distribution patterns across 20 runs/permutations
of tests for each flow distribution pattern, over 1 minute.

Figure 5.6(a) shows the result for the Same flow distribution pattern. The hash-based
algorithm achieves 100% probability up to 1650 Mbps. Further, the traffic trended as
expected. In contrast to the hash-based algorithm, the flow-based algorithm achieved
100% link utilization for Same flow distribution pattern. Moreover, for the Random (Fig-
ure 5.6(b)) and Power-law (Figure 5.6(c)) patterns, the flow-based algorithm performed
better than the hash-based algorithm. This shows that the flow-based algorithm can use
multiple paths better than a hash-based algorithm similar to ECMP. However, the flow-
based algorithm cannot achieve 100% link utilization for the Random or Power-law flow
distribution patterns. This could be caused by the heuristic algorithm and/or possibil-
ity that there is no assignment pattern achieving 100% link utilization. In addition, the
reason that not all patterns can achieve 2000 Mbps is the encapsulation overhead. This
involves 1.5% of throughput reduction with 1476-byte packets in a link. Despite this, for
a packet size of 9000 bytes, the throughput reduction is approximately 0.3%.

5.4.2.2 Evaluation for a Fat-tree Topology
The preliminary experiment shows the proof-of-concept multipathing using the proposed
method. We next evaluated it from the viewpoint of throughput improvement in data
center networks. We adopted the method for a 3-level 4-ary fat-tree topology based on the
evaluation by Al-Fares et al. [32]. The fat-tree topology for this experiment was 3-level

*2 https://github.com/upa/flowgen

https://github.com/upa/flowgen
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Fig. 5.6. Results of the preliminary experiments.

k-ary fat-tree topology with k = 4 that is the same as Figure 5.4. There are two types of
multiple path sets. For inter-pod communication, there are four multiple paths through
four root switches. For intra-pod communication, there are two multiple paths through
two aggregation switches in each pod.

Instead of preparing physical equipment, we simulated the network using ns-3 [83] and
Direct Code Execution (ns-3-dce) [84] extension. The ns-3-dce extension can emulate
the Linux kernel and its userspace in the ns-3 simulation environment. We emulated the
Linux end hosts including the actual iplb implementation that was used in the preliminary
experiment. The fat-tree network comprised Linux hosts as layer-3 switches in the ns-3
simulated network.

The test traffic was the same as for the preliminary tests, namely 20 UDP flows and
1024-byte packets, with GRE being used as the tunneling protocol. Distribution pat-
terns of bandwidth for individual flows were also same as the tests, Same, Random and
Power-low. The link speed on the simulation environment was 8Mbps in order to reduce
simulation running time. All simulation parameters are show in Table 5.3. The map-
ping of sender and receiver hosts is configured by benchmark suites proposed by Al-Fares
et al. [32]. Although they proposed five benchmark suites for their dedicated address-
ing scheme, we used just two of the benchmarks that were not related to a particular
addressing scheme, as follows.

• Random: a host sends to any other host in the network with uniform probability.
• Stride(i): a host with index x will send to the host with index (x+ i)mod16.
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Table 5.3. The simulation parameters for the fat-tree simulations

Parameter Value
Link Type: Point-to-Point, Speed: 8Mbps, MTU: 1500 byte.
Simulation time 10 sec for configuration, 30 sec for loading test traffic.
Test traffic 20 UDP flows with 1024-byte packets.
Network stack liblinux [84] (kernel ver 3.17.0).
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Fig. 5.7. Results of the evaluation for the fat-tree topology.

Figure 5.7 shows the results of the experiments with the fat-tree topology. The forward-
ing rate is a percentage of the sum of received packets to the sum of sent packets (i.e.,
the aggregated throughput rate). The results are the averages of 30 runs/permutations
of the benchmark tests for each flow distribution pattern. Hash-based and flow-based
refer to the balancing algorithms, and tree means there is no multipathing. In the fat-
tree topology, there are two paths for communication from two hosts to two hosts in the
same pod, and there are four paths for communication from four hosts to four hosts in
different pods. Therefore, if the host-to-host mapping is 1-to-1, 100% forwarding rate will
be achieved by assigning flows to multiple paths completely equally. As a result, when
the flow distribution pattern is Same, the flow-based algorithm achieved 100% forwarding
rate for all benchmark suites.

For the Stride(1) benchmark shown in Figure 5.7(b), all traffic is forwarded by edge
switches, so there is no overloaded link. For the Stride(2) benchmark shown in Fig-
ure 5.7(c), the test traffic is confined to each pod. All test traffic is not routed across root
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Fig. 5.8. An example of a random graph topology proposed by Jellyfish from [3].

switches. This is similar to four sets of the preliminary test topology, so the results for
Stride(2) are the same as the average of those of the preliminary tests shown in Figure 5.6.
For the Stride(4) benchmark, all traffic is taken through four root switches. Figure 5.7(d)
shows the results for Stride(4). Without multipathing, all traffic goes via one root switch
in accordance with the shortest-path tree. Therefore, the forwarding rate for tree is 25%.
By contrast, the hash-based and the flow-based algorithms achieved over 80% forwarding
rates. Overall, the proposed method using the flow-based algorithm achieved a forwarding
rate of over 85% for all benchmark and flow distribution patterns.

From the results, our proposed method could use multiple paths efficiently, with a
forwarding rate of over 85% for a fat-tree topology. We demonstrated that the method
can enhance availability by enabling a layer-3 network design and improve throughput by
multipathing for data center networks.

5.5 Adaption to Random Graph
In this section, we describe how to adapt iplb to layer-3 random graph networks to demon-
strate that iplb can be adapted to other data center topologies. Jellyfish [33] has proposed
random graphs as the topology for data center networks. Figure 5.8 shows an example
visualization of a jellyfish topology. In order to utilize a lot of links of a random graph for
throughput improvement, Jellyfish proposes using k-shortest path routing and MultiPath
TCP. However, commodity switches supporting only shortest path forwarding in their
hardware cannot achieve k-shortest path routing. We therefore adapt iplb to achieve this.
In addition, we propose a control plane system that dynamically configures iplb tables on
end hosts in random graphs. This control plane system only requires OSPF, which is the
most popular commodity routing protocol.

5.5.1 k-shortest path routing with MPTCP

A random graph of Jellyfish is defined as follows: Each switch i has some number ki
of ports, of which it uses ri ports to connect to other switches, and uses the remaining
ki−ri ports for end hosts. ri switches that a switch connects to are selected with uniform
probability. In this study, we also consider by default as with the Jellyfish paper, every
switch has the same number of ports and servers: k ports for servers and r ports for other
switches.
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Fig. 5.9. Combination of MPTCP and iplb on an end host.

k-shortest path is some number k paths from a source node to a destination node in a
graph. Yen’s algorithm [85] finds the shortest path and k−1 other paths in nondecreasing
order of cost. In contrast to ECMP that utilizes only same cost shortest paths, k-shortest
paths can utilize more links. To split traffic from an end host into multiple paths, Jellyfish
uses MultiPath TCP (MPTCP) that is a transport layer protocol. An MPTCP connec-
tion is composed of multiple TCP connections called subflows. Moreover, MPTCP has a
congestion control system to manage multiple connections [86]. Thus, MPTCP achieves
throughput improvement of connections, connection migration, and robustness by assign-
ing subflows to individual links or IP addresses. Jellyfish advocates assigning MPTCP
subflows to k-shortest paths to improve aggregate throughput of the whole network.

Commodity switch products, however, do not support k-shortest path routing as a re-
sult of commoditization of and integration into IP. Therefore, we adapt iplb to specify
k-shortest paths in commodity-based random graph networks. Figure 5.9 shows the com-
bination of MPTCP, k-shortest path and iplb. The iplb table contains k-shortest paths
as a set of relay switch lists for each destination. When an application sends data, the
MPTCP at the transport layer splits it into multiple subflows. Next, iplb assigns subflows
into individual paths to the destination of this communication. A series of packets forming
a subflow are encapsulated in tunnel headers to relay switches that represent a k-shortest
path. Assigning paths for individual subflows are decided in a round-robin fashion. iplb
does not need to consider flow bandwidth in contrast to the fat-tree case described in
Section 5.4 because MPTCP performs congestion control across multiple paths.

Ordinary use cases of MPTCP require multiple network interface cards (NICs) for as-
signing subflows to multiple paths via different NICs. By contrast, the iplb can use
multiple paths via one NIC. iplb distinguishes a subflow from others by 5-tuple; there-
fore, multiple subflows having different source port numbers via one NIC can also be
distinguished and assigned to different paths. Creating subflows with different port num-
bers over one NIC depends on MPTCP implementation. Fortunately, Linux MPTCP
implementation has this function as the ndiffports path manager [87] because this path
creation is known as an efficient technique for data center networks [88].
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Fig. 5.10. An example of making a tree from k-shortest path with k = 6.

5.5.2 A control plane system using OSPF

iplb is just a technique to achieve explicit path control; therefore, we have to find relay
switches that form k-shortest paths to take packets through the paths. This section
describes how to find relay switches to identify k-shortest path and a control plane system
that finds the relay switches and dynamically configures end hosts for failure recovery.

k-shortest paths can transform into a tree called a k-shortest path tree, which has a
source switch to a destination switch. Figure 5.10 shows an example of making a k-shortest
path tree from lists of k-shortest paths. Figure 5.10 depicts k paths from a source switch 1
to destination switch 17 and a k-shortest path tree constructed from them in an example
random graph, in which each switch has unique number. Identical switches that appear
at different hops in different paths are inserted as different nodes for eliminating loops in
the tree. To find relay switch lists representing each path of k-shortest paths, we pick out
nodes after branch nodes.

A simple variant of the depth-first search shown in Algorithm 2 finds relay switch lists
from a k-shortest path tree. The algorithm searches a tree starting from a source and
pushes nodes where parent nodes are branch nodes; they have two or more leaf nodes.
When reaching the destination node, it dumps the relaylist that represents the relay
switches of the path of the k-shortest paths and returns to the last branch node. For
example, in the case of Figure 5.10, the algorithm processes node 1 and 11, then it pushes
node 11 to the relaylist because parent node 1 has two leaf nodes. Next, node 2 is also
pushed to the relaylist because node 11 is a branch node. Node 9 is not pushed to the list
because the parent is node 2 in this search and is not a branch node. Finally, it reaches
the destination node 17 and dumps the relaylist ⟨11, 2⟩ that represents the relay switch
list of the path ⟨1, 11, 2, 9, 17⟩. As a result, we can find that the relay switch list for the
path ⟨1, 11, 8, 5, 2, 9, 17⟩ is ⟨11, 8, 5⟩ and the list for the path ⟨1, 11, 8, 9, 17⟩ is ⟨11, 8, 9⟩ in
the same manner. Thus, we find relay switch lists for k-shortest paths.

We simultaneously propose a control plane system, called iplbd, to dynamically config-
ure relay switch lists, although the iplb tables can be configured manually and statically.
In actual data center networks, the topology may change due to a variety of reasons: main-
tenance, enhancements and breakdowns. Therefore, an automatic configuration, failure
detection and recovery mechanisms are needed for high availability.

We use OSPF [72], which is a routing protocol commonly implemented in switch prod-
ucts. OSPF nodes distribute Link State Advertisement (LSA) packets that contain link
statuses of the sender nodes to the whole OSPF network. By flooding LSAs, OSPF
nodes know the complete graph information about the network. This graph information
is named Link State Database (LSDB). When link or node failure occurs, new LSA is
flooded and all OSPF nodes update their LSDBs. Thus, completeness of the LSDB is
guaranteed by the protocol design. OSPF and LSDB is used to calculate the shortest
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Algorithm 2 Gathering relay switch lists from a k-shortest path tree.

function KtreeDfsearch(V , relaylist, parent)
if V.leaflist is empty then

V is destination node. dump relaylist.
return.

end if
if parent.leaflist > 1 then

push V to relaylist.
end if
for v in V.leaflist do

KtreeDfsearch(v, relaylist, V )
end for

end function

paths on each node for IP routing and forwarding. Instead, we use OSPF to calculate
k-shortest paths and relay switch lists.

iplbd works as a userland process at end hosts. iplbd is composed of two parts, 1)
OSPF protocol processing and 2) configuring the iplb table in the kernel space. iplbd
establishes the OSPF neighbor connection with the switch accommodating the end host,
on which the iplbd process runs, and constructs LSDB receiving LSA packets. When
LSDB construction is finished, iplbd calculates the k-shortest path and relay switch lists to
all switches and installs the result to the iplb table via the API described in Section 5.3.2.
When switch of link failures occur, new LSA is flooded and LSDBs on end hosts are
updated, then all relay switch lists of all hosts are updated autonomously. Failure recovery
and availability are achieved in this manner.

The scalability of OSPF depends on the number of nodes; therefore, it may not be
feasible to make end hosts speak OSPF. Some north-bound APIs can avoid this infea-
sibility. The north-bound API is a general term of protocols that provide configuration
of acquisition interfaces for control plane systems running on devices or controllers. The
BGP-based Link-State distribution (BGP-LS) [89] is one of the north-bound APIs. OSPF
nodes can distribute LSDB information to other applications through BGP sessions. iplbd
can collect complete graph information without OSPF processing by using BGP-LS for
instance. Quagga [90], one of the most famous open source routing software, also has
such a north-bound API, called OSPF-API. In addition, collecting graph information us-
ing OSPF or north-bound APIs, and calculating paths are feasible methods for not only
random graphs, but can also be applied to fat-tree topologies described in Section 5.4 and
further path computation techniques.

5.5.3 Evaluation

In this section, we investigate throughput improvement on random graphs in accordance
with Jellyfish. Our method improves aggregated throughput with only commodity layer-3
switches by utilizing more links than ECMP. To demonstrate this, 1) we evaluated three
random graph topologies with the iplb on a simulation environment. Additionally, we
investigated 2) the overhead of multiple tunnel headers and 3) the time to recover link
failure with iplbd.

5.5.3.1 Throughput improvement
First, we simulated three random graph networks using ns-3-dce [84]. Basic configurations
are the same as the experiment on the fat-tree in Section 5.4.2.2. The random graph
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Table 5.4. The simulation parameters for the random graph simulations

Parameter Value
Link Type: Point-to-Point, Speed: 10Mbps, MTU: 9000 byte.
Simulation time 10 sec for configuration, 30 sec for loading test traffic.
Test traffic 1 TCP flow split into 8 subflows by MPTCP.
MPTCP path manager ndiffports (8 subflows).
TCP congestion control CUBIC (default on Linux)
Network stack liblinux [84] (kernel ver 3.13.33, MPTCP ver 0.89 [87]).

Table 5.5. Topology sizes of simulated random graph networks

# ports of a switch # switches # end hosts
4 ports 20 16
6 ports 45 54
8 ports 80 128

Table 5.6. The simulation results for random graph networks

Topology size ECMP
k-shortest path (k)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4 ports 1.12 1.18 1.22 1.23 1.22 1.23 1.19 1.17
6 ports 1.21 1.19 1.28 1.30 1.28 1.30 1.30 1.31
8 ports 1.25 1.16 1.28 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.30

networks were composed of Linux hosts as layer-3 switches in the ns-3 simulated network.
In contrast, the end host Linux kernel was the Linux MPTCP version that is an out-of-
tree implementation of Linux [87], and test traffic was TCP. All simulation parameters are
shown in Table 5.4. In this simulator, we simulated three random graph networks having
different numbers of switch ports. The numbers of ports and switches are equivalent to
3-level k-ary fat-tree topologies. Table 5.5 shows the numbers of ports, switches and end
hosts on each test topology. We used GRE for iplb encapsulation. During the first 10
seconds in the simulations, the basic IP shortest path routing table and the iplb table for
k-shortest path on all end hosts were configured. During next 30 seconds, test traffic was
loaded. The communication pair in this test was random: a host sends to any other host
in the network with uniform probability.

Table 5.6 shows the results of the averages across 15 runs per topologies. The values
indicate normalized aggregated received bytes on the basis of aggregated received bytes
on the shortest path routing without ECMP and iplb. From the results, in all cases, our
method achieved higher throughput than shortest path routing. In the 4 ports switch
topology, k-shortest path routing with iplb achieved higher throughput than the ECMP
in all cases. Additionally, in the 8 ports switch topology, it achieved 1.3 times aggregated
throughput for the shortest path routing. These results are also better than ECMP
and mean k-shortest path routing and iplb can utilize more links than ECMP on random
graphs. In contrast, if k was small (k = 2), the throughput was lower than ECMP because
a too small k cannot make full use of links. Overall, the simulation results show that
our method achieves a throughput improvement on random graphs in accordance with
jellyfish, on commodity-based layer-3 random graph networks using the encapsulation
technique.
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Fig. 5.11. The number of relay switches on random graphs.

5.5.3.2 Overhead of multiple tunnel headers
iplb uses multiple tunnel headers for a packet to realize explicit path control in layer-3
networks. The payload size of packets decreases with the increase in the number of relay
switches for a path. Payload size reduction causes throughput degradation. Thus, we
investigated the number of relay switches on different size random graphs and clarified
the throughput degradation due to multiple tunnel headers. In addition, we measured
the packet transmission throughput of an end host with/without the iplb kernel module
because it may also be a factor of degradation at the end host TX path.

In order to investigate the number of relay switches depending on topology sizes and
k of k-shortest paths, we implemented a simple simulator that generates a random graph
and calculates k-shortest paths and relay switch lists from end hosts to other end hosts.
Figure 5.11(a) shows the number of relay switches required to specify k-shortest path to
other hosts with k = 8. The x-axis indicates topology sizes and the y-axis indicates the
average, maximum and minimum numbers of relay switches for k-shortest paths. From
this figure, in the case of most small topology size (4 ports, 16 end hosts and 20 switches),
many relay switches were required to specify a path. This is because the topology size is
too small to make 8 k-shortest paths; therefore, many relay switches are needed. In the
topologies with over 8 ports switches, the average was two and the maximum was four
relay switches regardless of topology sizes.

When using GRE format for encapsulation, one tunnel header reduces the payload size
of a packet by 24 bytes. When two tunnel headers are required to specify a path, the
payload size is reduced by 48 bytes. The 48-byte overhead of the packet size is 3.2%
throughput degradation with 1500-byte MTU networks. However, jumbo frames (9000-
byte MTU) can be applied to data center networks because a data center network is
operated by an individual operator such as cloud or content service providers. With
a 9000-byte MTU, the 48-byte overhead causes just 0.5% throughput degradation. In
addition, the degradation rate due to four tunnel headers that is the maximum number
of relay switches on over 8 port size topologies is just 1%. Thus, the overhead due to
multiple tunnel headers is not a problem on data center networks that can use jumbo
frames.

Figure 5.11(b) shows the number of relay switches to specify different numbers of k
shortest paths. The y-axis indicates the average, maximum and minimum numbers of
relay switches for k-shortest paths similar to Figure 5.11(a). From this figure, the number
of relay switches increases with k. Even if k = 20, the number of necessary relay switches is
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Table 5.7. Throughput degradation due to the iplb kernel module (Mbps).

Link Speed without iplb
standard

with iplb
standard

decreasing rate
deviation deviation

1-Gbps 989.6 0.10 987 1.38 0.30%
10-Gbps 8929 38.5 8925 104.1 0.04%

three on average. Furthermore, the simulation result on Section 5.5.3.1 demonstrated that
k = 8 is sufficient to achieve throughput improvement using k-shortest path and MPTCP
on random graphs as the Jellyfish paper advocated. Thus, this result also indicates that
the number of relay switches that is the number of tunnel headers is not a problem on
practical data center networks.

In addition, we measured transmitting throughput with and without the iplb kernel
module on Linux. We prepared two Linux hosts and a layer-3 switch in a line topology, in
which both hosts were connected to the switch directly. A host sent test traffic via iplb, and
the layer-3 switch decapsulated the test traffic and forwarded them to the opposite host.
We conducted this test on two cases with 1-Gbps interconnect and 10-Gbps interconnect.
In the 1-Gbps test case, the sender and receiver hosts had Intel Xeon L3426 1.87GHz
CPU, 4GB memory and Intel e1000 82574L 1-Gbps NICs. The layer-3 switch was Juniper
Networks EX4200. In the 10-Gbps test case, both hosts had Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650
2.60GHz CPU, 32GB memory and Intel X520 82599ES NICs. The layer-3 switch was
Juniper Networks QFX5100. Link MTU in all experiments was 9216-byte that is the
maximum MTU size of Juniper Networks switches. The sender host sent single TCP
traffic during 10 seconds using iperf.

Table 5.7 shows the average of 20 runs per permutation of these experiments. The
decreasing rate refers to the rate of transmitting throughput with iplb to without iplb.
One encapsulation using GRE causes 24-byte packet size reduction, that means 0.26%
throughput reduction on the 9216-byte MTU size. The measured value in 1-Gbps links
shows that the decreasing rate of throughput is 0.3%. This result is mostly in agreement
with the theoretical value of the payload size reduction. Further, in 10-Gbps links, the
rate was 0.04%; however, it falls within an error range. From the results, with both link
speeds, throughput degradation due to the iplb kernel module including longest prefix
match and encapsulation is not a bottleneck in the end host packet TX path.

5.5.3.3 Fault tolerance
Our method uses OSPF for topology detection, failure recovery and calculating k-shortest
path. iplbd processes running on end hosts detect the network topology and calculate k-
shortest path based on the complete graph information of LSDB. OSPF is a matured
technology, whose reliability and deployability are proved by a large number of running
IP networks. VL2 [36] also uses OSPF for their IP network, and many enhancements to
adapt OSPF to larger networks have been proposed [91]. Although end hosts can obtain
topology information by using OSPF, the calculation time for k-shortest paths has to be
considered. The computational complexity of Yen’s algorithm is O(kn(e+ nlogn)) where
e is the number of links and n is the number of switches. Each end host calculates paths
to each switch that accommodates end hosts. When topology change happens, all end
hosts must calculate paths for each switch. In order to demonstrate that the calculation
is done in practical time, we measured the time that iplbd calculates k-shortest path. In
addition, we demonstrate that failure recovery is achieved on a physical network by iplbd.

First, we measured the calculation time for k-shortest paths. In this experiment, we
inputted test topologies generated randomly to iplbd, and measured the calculation time
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Fig. 5.12. The calculation time for k-shortest path to a destination.

for k-shortest paths to a destination with k = 8. The machine used for the experiment
had an Intel i7-3770K 3.50GHz CPU and 32GB memory, and PyPy 2.0.2 (Python 2.7.3)
was used to run the iplbd implementation. Figure 5.12 shows the experiment result.
The y-axis represents a cumulative distribution function across 10 runs/permutations of
different size topologies. The topology sizes, the number of ports and switches, were also
equivalent to the experiment in Section 5.5.3.1 and 3-level k-ary fat-tree topologies.

From the result, when topology size was 8, 16, or 24 ports, 90% of the calculation
times for k-shortest paths for a single destination fell within 0.01 seconds. With 24 ports
switches, the number of end hosts is 3456 and the number of switches is 720. The sum of
calculation times to all switches is approximately 7.2 seconds. With 24 ports switches, 90%
of the calculation times fell within 0.02 seconds; however, calculating paths to all switches
requires approximately 32.4 seconds. Therefore, the largest size that can be calculated
within a practical time by the current implementation is a random graph constructed
from 16 ports switches.

To reduce the calculation time, we plan to implement more optimized iplb and faster
k-shortest path algorithms. For example, Hershberger et al. have proposed an algorithm,
whose computational complexity is less than Yen’s algorithm [92].

Next, we conducted an experiment to demonstrate failure recovery: detecting failures
and reconfiguring paths by iplbd using a minimum physical environment. The topology
for this experiment is shown in Figure 5.13. We prepared two hosts and two paths between
the hosts using four switches. OSPF ran on all switches and iplbd ran on both hosts. After
the configuring paths by iplbd, the sender host sent TCP test traffic using iperf. Traffic
was split into 8 subflows by MPTCP, and each subflow was transferred to the receiver
host through two paths via switch B and switch C. Then, we removed switch C from the
network by disabling links, and measured received traffic bandwidth on the receiver host
every 0.5 seconds.

Figure 5.14 shows the transition of received bandwidth during the experiment. The
switch C was removed at 48 seconds, and then the bandwidth decreased to about 600Mbps.
After that, bandwidth returned to about 900Mbps after 1.5 seconds. When switch C was
removed, switch A and D detected the removal via link down and sent new LSA, then
iplbd at the sender host updated LSDB and calculated new paths to the receiver host.
The path through switch B kept the communication during the removal, and bandwidth
was recovered after re-configuration by iplbd. The subflow through the removed path
was re-assigned to another path. Overall, we demonstrated that our method achieves
automatic failure recovery and availability using the OSPF-based control plane system in
commodity-based layer-3 networks.
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Fig. 5.13. The experimental topology for failure recovery.
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5.6 Summary
We have proposed an explicit path control method for multipathing in layer-3 networks
with unmodified commodity switches via the novel usage of common tunneling protocols
supported by commodity hardware. End hosts encapsulate packets in one or more tunnel
headers, and the packets are taken through explicit paths represented by specified relay
switches. End hosts manage path status and traffic balancing so that any modifications for
network switches are not needed. We designed and implemented the required modification
of end-host software. We demonstrated that our proposed method could be adapted to
fat-tree topologies and random graphs. In fat-tree topologies, our method could use
multiple paths efficiently, with a forwarding rate of over 85%. In random graphs, out
method achieved better aggregate throughput than shortest path forwarding and ECMP
with only commodity switches. Additionally, we showed that encapsulating packet in
multiple tunnel headers does not degrade throughput considerably. Our control plane
system using OSPF provided feasible failure recovery. As a result, the method could
enhance availability by enabling a layer-3 network design and improve throughput by
multipathing for data center networks.

The main contribution of this research is that explicit path control achieves efficient link
utilization with low-end commodity network devices. The explicit path control overcomes
inefficient link utilization due to shortest path forwarding. The flow assignment algorithm
and MPTCP-based congestion control shown in this research are dedicated methods for
fat-tree and random graph topologies. However, iplb is just a technique to achieve path
control, and it can be combined with other path computation for other topologies and
flow optimization techniques [32, 93, 94, 95]. Furthermore, shifting functions for path
management and traffic balancing to end host software network stack makes network
nodes simple. This design follows the End-to-End principle: it is better to implement such
complex functions at end hosts rather than in intermediate nodes [12]. As a result, the
design enables us to continue to use existing commodity IP network devices for practical
data center network construction.
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From the viewpoint of the virtual network architecture, this chapter also presented a
method to exploit the potential for optimization. This method is based on the princi-
ple that physical networks for the locator aspect are separated from data communication
context, so that multiple locators for path control can be added to packets without dis-
rupting end-to-end data communication. The original network protocol stack of end hosts
performs the identifier aspect for end-to-end data communications. Meanwhile, the iplb
module performs an optimized physical network protocol stack for locator networks to
achieve multipathing by explicit path control. The iplb takes traffic through arbitrary
paths by adding multiple locators to a packet in accordance with the 5-tuple of flow as an
identifier. The iplb achieves this improvement by enhancing functions of tunneling: path
selections as determining destination based on flows, and adding multiple outer head-
ers simultaneously as encapsulation. The significance of this research is that we have
solved the inefficient link utilization problem due to shortest path forwarding based on
the separation of identifier and locator aspects.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The commoditization of Internet technologies has caused both positive and negative ef-
fects. IP has become the integral and fundamental component of the current data com-
munications, therefore, we have to use IP as is without any modifications to continue
to use existing applications and inexpensive commodity network devices. However, IP is
insufficient for current requirements, which have been diversified by emerging applications
such as cloud computing. Domain separation is not supported under IP because it was
originally designed for a single, physical and scalable network. Furthermore, improving
aggregate network throughput is difficult in data center environments because of shortest
path forwarding and its inefficient link utilization. Our observation is that we can neither
discard nor modify IP, though the existing IP-based networks could not satisfy all the
emerging requirements.

In this dissertation, we focused on the tunneling approach to improve IP networking
because tunneling makes it possible to continue to use existing IP-related protocols and
network devices without any modifications. Tunneling allows us to add functionality for
domain separation; however, its extensibility is inadequate because the packet transmis-
sion performance at end hosts degrades due to additional protocol processing. Moreover,
tunneling is an end-to-end technique, so that the inefficient link utilization problem at
networks still remains. This dissertation aimed to achieve extensibility with performance
improvement at both end hosts and networks through improving the tunneling approach.

In Chapter 3, we introduced a new architectural view for tunnel-based virtual network-
ing and its potential for optimization to overcome the drawbacks of tunneling: perfor-
mance degradation at end hosts and inefficient link utilization at networks. First, we
advocated that tunneling is a boundary between virtual and physical networks through
the exploration of details of tunneling protocols. Next, in the architectural view, we pre-
sented that the identifier aspect used for data communication and the locator aspect for
packet transport are separated into virtual and physical network protocol stacks. Tunnels
act as the boundary between virtual and physical networks. This view changes the inter-
pretation of outer networks of tunnels to simple packet transport. The physical network
protocol stack for simple packet transport can be optimized preserving end-to-end data
communications in the separated virtual network protocol stack. Some implementations
accidentally take the form of the architecture; however, they do not exploit this potential
for optimization. VM and container technologies also separate network protocol stacks
into individual instances. Nevertheless, host OSes use the same network protocol stack im-
plementation for both virtual and physical networks due to the current design. Therefore,
existing implementations do not exploit the potential that the physical network protocol
stack can be optimized.

In Chapter 4, we proposed the first implementation method that exploits the potential
for optimization to improve performance with tunneling at end hosts. Tunneling involves
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performance degradation due to the additional protocol processing required compared
to no encapsulation. We, therefore, proposed the overlay FIB architecture for virtual
networking based on the bottleneck analysis of tunneling protocols. The overlay FIB
provides a shortcut for physical network protocol processing after tunneling. The FIB ap-
proach, which crosses layer boundaries, shows that lookups on each layer can be merged
into one lookup. Hence, the overlay FIB offsets the transmission throughput degradation
due to the additional protocol processing by avoiding lookups. This technique is based
on the fact that the locator aspect is separated from the data communication context;
consequently, the physical network protocol stack can shrink during optimization. The
overlay FIB achieves this optimization by enhancing the tunneling functions: using a
protocol-independent lookup method in the tunnel to determine the destination and si-
multaneously adding lower-layer headers as encapsulation. The evaluation results showed
that the method decreased the CPU time required to transmit a packet by over 12% in
general, and the kernel throughput was approximately doubled in particular tunneling
protocols. The method demonstrates that the separation of the identifier and the locator
can solve the performance degradation due to tunneling.

In Chapter 5, we proposed the second implementation method that exploits the po-
tential for optimization to improve performance at networks through multipathing. The
proposed method, iplb, is an alternative physical network protocol stack to achieve ex-
plicit path control in commodity-based layer-3 data center networks. The end hosts add
multiple locators as outer headers to packets to identify paths, and the packets are routed
through the explicit paths represented by the specified locators. By balancing traffic
among multiple paths, the aggregate throughput of a network was improved. Shifting
the management functions for path control and traffic balancing from networks to end
hosts make networks simpler, allowing multipathing to be achieved using only commodity
network devices. We adapted this method to fat-tree and random graph topologies, in
which the method achieved better aggregate throughput than shortest path forwarding by
using multiple paths efficiently. In addition, the control plane system using OSPF could
provide feasible availability. This technique is also based on the separation of the locator
and identifier aspects. Multiple locators for path control can be added to packets without
disrupting data communication. The iplb achieves this improvement by enhancing the
tunneling functions: path selections determining the destination based on flows, and mul-
tiple tunneling headers added simultaneously as encapsulation. The method demonstrates
that separating the identifier and the locator can solve inefficient link utilization due to
shortest path forwarding using only commodity network devices.

As discussed above, this dissertation improved IP networking without modifications to
IP-related protocols and devices by introducing the architectural view for tunnel-based
virtual networking. This view that separates identifier and locator aspects into individual
protocol stacks brings the potential for optimization. Furthermore, adopting the tunneling
approach provides reusability of existing protocols and devices. Two methods, the overlay
FIB and iplb, demonstrated exploitation of the potential by optimizing physical network
protocol stack behavior. The optimization relieved the performance degradation due to
tunneling at the end hosts, and the stacking multiple locators achieved multipathing for
aggregate throughput improvement in IP networks. Then, we have improved IP network-
ing without making any modifications to IP itself. The significance of our approaches
in this dissertation is that they improve networking performances without requiring any
modifications to existing protocols and network devices, and consequently, they can be
deployed to current networked systems easily. Existing applications can still work on vir-
tual networks, and commodity network devices can still be utilized for scalable physical
networks. Deploying such dirty-slate approaches requires less time, effort, and cost than
replacing existing architecture with clean slate architecture.
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The view of this dissertation, which separates two aspects, is applicable to design new
clean-slate network architectures. Based on layering approaches, each layer should be
responsible for individual functions avoiding duplication for simplicity. From this per-
spective, when designing clean-slate network architectures or protocols, locator aspects
for packet transport and identifier aspects for data communication should be separated
functions, protocols, and implementations because they are different aspects of network-
ing. Designing both aspects individually provides the potential for optimizing protocols
and implementations for each aspect. Moreover, this separation provides practical deploy-
ability. If a more scalable or efficient routing protocol is proposed, only the network layer
protocol in the protocol stack for the locator aspect should be replaced, and identifiers for
end-to-end communication can remain for practical deployment. Furthermore, merging
lookups crossing layer boundaries and the end host-driven explicit path control will be
able to help in improving performance when network protocols change even in the future.
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